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ABSTRACT
The areas of accounting-and scientific computer analysis 
have developed, for the most part, independently over the 
past decade. The science applications of computer techniques 
and processing have excelled with each generation. The 
mathematical techniques in some business applications such 
as production control (e.g., Markovian Processes, Monte Carlo 
Analysis, Bayesian Decision Theory, and PERT.) seem to serve 
the industrial technology manager, but accountants are con­
tinually searching for different mathematical tools and 
adaptations for cost analysis and financial information. 
Programs need to be developed employing capital budgeting, 
financial accounting and, more importantly, cost behavior 
systems of the job order and/or process cost nature.
With the scientific emphasis in the past, the languages 
and capabilities of the EDP equipment have focused on the 
scientific needs of the community. As a result, many busi­
ness applications remain in an embryonic stage. Demands by 
students, industry and professional leaders have provided 
impetus to stimulate the growth of these fertile areas. The
increased competition in the data processing industry has
ix
aided this development in the business field. At present, 
the business firm has available a business oriented language 
called COBOL for general business applications and FORTRAN IV 
for computational operations *in financial accounting and 
cost analysis.
The educational opportunities for future development 
of computerized accounting techniques has excited the aca­
demic community. By integrating the fields of scientific 
computer analysis and accounting, both could benefit. For 
the most part, the areas of managerial and cost accounting 
appear to offer the greatest promise for computerized adap­
tations .
The primary aim of this dissertation is to integrate 
the fields of scientific analysis and accounting with the 
hope that the areas will complement each other in the future. 
Applications developed in this study will introduce the col­
lege student to computerized techniques tailored to his 
needs and background. Topics of the utmost interest to most 
accountants will be afforded primary emphasis. Programs will 
be written for cost behavior analysis and managerial decision 
making. Practical models for a matrix based accounting sys­
tem, capital budgeting decisions, process cost accounting and 
related matrix accounting adaptations will provide valuable 
tools for the integration of computers into existing college 
curriculums.
The material in this study will be organized-in such a 
fashion that it can be blended into existing courses within 
an established curriculum. In this manner,all professors 
will be given the opportunity to implement data processing 
into their course material by the selection of pertinent 
programs.
Many universities are now instituting a program to 
integrate the computer into their curriculum and are search­
ing for proven material to build their programs. The in­
formation and materials developed in this dissertation 
should provide good cornerstones on which to build these 
programs. Of course, auditing, income tax accounting and 
numerous other accounting areas offer excellent opportuni­
ties for blending the computer into the accounting curricu­
lum. The integration of computerized problem solving into 
the cost and financial accounting area should establish 
avenues permitting universities to further implement com­
puterized techniques into other related business areas.
As a result of this study, computer applications will 
be provided to further the student's progress toward the 
implementation of computers in decision making. Periodic 
appraisals of computer adaptations will be needed to deter­
mine a student's progress in the utilization of the computer. 
It is recognized that this phase will need periodic updating
xi
because techniques along with coverage will require evalua­





Developments in the business community along with 
technological advancements in industrial operations have had 
a major impact on the academic environment of universities 
and colleges. The demand for qualified personnel that are 
well prepared for our dynamic economy far exceeds the avail­
able supply.'*- with the advent of computer-based management 
information systems in recent years, progressive companies 
have installed extensive study programs in the areas of cost 
control, production scheduling and financial analysis.
Major studies are presently being made in production control, 
financial analysis and cost control with the advent of 
computer-based management information systems. The core of 
this system is the electronic data processing equipment that 
is capable of emitting immediate and relevant information on
^See "The Great Young Man Hunt" FORBES (March 1, 1967), 
pp. 46-47. And J. Daniel Couger. Computers and the Schools 
of Business (Boulder: University of Colorado, 1967), p. 1.
the many facets of operations with a firm. The search con­
tinues for talented individuals with the ability to organize 
and generate the flow of information needed by management 
to effectively guide the fortunes of their company.
Universities are recognizing this need for qualified 
systems and procedure analyst with management potential by 
expanding curriculum coverage in the computer and data
2processing area. A research study by Dr. J. Daniel Couger 
verified the increased attention being placed on computer 
courses in both the graduate and undergraduate programs.
Many of these universities, mostly members of the American 
Association of Collegiate Schools of Business, are facing 
a major problem in implementing these curriculum changes 
necessary for the integration of electronic data processing 
into their programs. The main problems center on the method 
of blending computer applications into the curriculum and 
the level of detail for particular courses. Dr. Couger points 
out that "more than 90 percent of the respondents agreed 
that the minimal goal should be a level of detail to permit 
the student to recognize the applicability of computers to
2Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 1.
3business operations." These objectives can be accomplished 
by integrating computers into established college programs.
Recommendations of the American Accounting Association 
concur with Dr. Couger's findings and help to shed some 
light on the subject. The undergraduate curriculum proposed 
in a 1964 study concluded that, students should have the 
knowledge of at least one or more programming language (i.e., 
Fortran or Cobol) and be required to study electronic data 
processing systems in a business information systems course.4 
Therefore, preparations of the accountant on the undergraduate 
level should establish a foundation for understanding program­
ming logic and management information system concepts.
Horizons for a Profession published by the A.I.C.P.A. 
in 1967 reinforces the accountants need for computer education 
with the following recommendations:
1. That beginning CPA's be required to have basic know­
ledge of at least one computer system.
2. That they have knowledge of at least one computer
language (e.g., Cobol).
3Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 2.
^American Accounting Association Committee on Courses 
and Curricula— Electronic Data Processing, "Electronic Data 
Processing in Accounting Education" The Accounting Review 
(April, 1965), pp. 422-428.
3. That they possess the ability to chart or dia­
gram an information system of modest complexity.
4. That they have the ability to design an information
system, prepare a program for it and carry their 
work through the stages of debugging and testing.
The academic development of accounting students should 
aim at these common objectives and establish the needed back­
ground for future graduate study and employment training.
Approach to Accounting Curriculum Design
There have been a number of approaches to accounting 
curriculum development ranging from separate courses on com­
puter utilization to complete integration of electronic data 
processing into an established program. A separation approach 
would allow greater concentration in the study of computer 
configurations, but this could lead to an alienation of the 
subject matter and overspecialization in computer operations. 
This is not to say that separate computer courses are not 
beneficial, for much can be gained in elective courses in 
accounting. A complete integration approach, on the other 
hand, blends the capabilities of electronic data processing 
equipment with accounting subjects and affords a greater
5Robert H. Ray and James H. MacNeill, Horizons for a 
Profession. (New York: American Institute of Certified Pub­
lic Accountants, 1967), PP« 13-14.
understanding of the computer's applicability to specific 
areas in accounting. Full integration must be tempered, 
however, by courses designed to introduce the student to 
computer components and a programming language like Fortran 
or Cobol. Certain electives can be. offered in the later 
stages of the program to offer students the opportunity for 
greater specialization in computer operations.
An excellent approach for the integration of computers 
into an existing curriculum is outlined by Dr. Couger in his 
survey of eleven prominent schools of business. These in­
stitutions suggested a program consisting of four phases:
1. Coverage of computer fundamentals, systems analysis,
design and programming required of all students 
early in their academic program.
2. Coverage of the applications of computers through
incorporation of the material into the function­
al area courses.
3. Coverage of computer capabilities for abetting de­
cision making in a dynamic business environment 
through computer-oriented business games.
4. Coverage of integration and optimization of compu­
ter applications through a course on design and 
implementation of a sophisticated, computer-based 
management information system.®
These phases represent a comprehensive plan for the 
complete integration of computer technology into the business
6Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 2.
curriculum. The introductory phase is being implemented in 
most universities by offering an introductory course in com- 
puter fundamentals and FORTRAN Programming.
Initially the student is provided a foundation that 
serves as a frame of reference for future course study and 
understanding of computer capabilities and adaptations. Thus, 
a separate approach in the introductory stage is advantageous 
for the student and beneficial to the development of the 
curriculum.
The second phase in this program represents .the princi­
pal area of concentration in this dissertation. Instruction­
al material, in the form of programs and computer adaptations, 
will be developed for incorporation into cost and financial 
accounting courses in the junior and senior years of a 
student's program. These applications will enable the profes­
sor to integrate data processing into accounting courses and 
suggest avenues for additional computer usage in their course 
coverage. Through the professor's leadership, students can 
further their understanding of computer capabilities in the 
accounting environment along with the vast computational powers
Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 4.
of this equipment. During this period, the student is pre­
paring for the launching of the third and fourth phases of 
the program.
OIn the third phase, computerized practice sets can be 
covered in accounting courses concurrently with the second 
phase of the program.
QComputer-oriented business games can also be blended 
into related business subjects within the accounting curri­
culum. These games and practice sets challenge the partici­
pants analytical and decision-making ability while producing 
computerized print-outs reflecting the results of their 
decisions. In most of these exercises the student is exposed
oExamples of computerized practice sets include the fol­
lowing:
Joseph W. Wilkinson, Accounting with the Computer; A 
Practice Case (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 
1969).
Richard W. McCoy and John J. Anderson, Computer Ac­
counting Case (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966).
Gerald Whol and Heinz Jauch, The Computer-An Accounting 
Tool (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965).
9Available business games include:
W. Nye Smith, Elmer E. Estey and Ellsworth F. Vines, In­
tegrated Simulation (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publish- 
ing Company, 1968).
Neil C. Churchill, Merton H. Miller and Robert M. True- 
blood. Management Games and Accounting Education (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard D. irwin, Inc., 1964)1
Bill R. Darden and William H. Lucas, The Decision Making 
Game (New York: Appleton-Century-Crafts, 1969) .
to a simulated business environment that provides insight 
into human behavior, business negotations and economic 
principles as they relate to a firm's operations.
The final phase of the program would cover a computer- 
based management information system. At this stage, the stu­
dent is prepared to integrate his knowledge of electronic 
data processing into an over-all package. The course would 
be designed to cover the following objectives;
1. To summarize and report all data pertinent to*
the firm's operations.
2. To process the information in the most efficient
manner, requiring the use of techniques in 
management sciences.
3. To produce concise and timely information, as re­
quired by each level of management for optimum 
execution of its functional objectives.^
With this scope of coverage, a student can begin to ap­
preciate the network of information so vital to management in 
the decision-making process•
Many universities are blending these four phases into 
their business curriculums thereby establishing programs on 
the intermediate level of computer sophistication. In the 
accounting curriculum, several avenues of integration are
Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 6.
available in the managerial and cost accounting courses. In 
addition, auditing, income tax accounting and financial ac­
counting have provided excellent opportunities for incorpora­
ting the computer into the accounting program. Primary 
emphasis, however, will be placed on managerial and cost 
accounting because they offer the greatest promise for com­
puterized adaptations. These subjects also represent the 
backbone of a management information system in addition to 
the strategic part they play in the accounting curriculum.
Scone of Dissertation
The growing interrelationships of accounting and compu­
ter technology have expanded the opportunities for accounting 
graduates. The business community welcomes the student who 
possesses a well-rounded accounting, background complemented 
by training in computer techniques and applications. Uni­
versities are now offering the accounting student an opportu­
nity to study computer technology within accounting programs 
through the introduction of computers and the integration of 
electronic data processing into the curriculum. To assist 
in this effort, computer applications need to be developed for 
professors to implement in their course coverage.
Chapter II introduces the student to a matrix based 
accounting system that can generate a voucher register, matrix
ledger and trial balance as transactions are processed during 
the period. Controls are established through batch proces­
sing, a transaction log and related control totals. In 
Chapter III an examination is made of capital budgeting 
analysis in financial planning. A system is developed for 
the selection of capital projects through comparisons of pay­
back, accounting rate of return and time-adjusted rates of 
return. Process cost accounting on a historical cost basis 
is covered in Chapter IV. As an alternative, Chapter V 
develops a process cost system on a standard cost basis with 
variance analysis included in the over-all system. Certain 
other computerized matrix applications highlight the material 
in Chapter VI. Techniques of matrix inversion and multipli­
cation are adapted to such accounting problems as sum-of- 
years-digits depreciation, consolidations, bonus and tax 
computations, and least squares analysis. The writer*s con­
clusions and recommendations are outlined in Chapter VII.
The primary aim of this research is the integration of 
computer applications into established accounting curriculums 
with particular emphasis on the areas of managerial and cost 
accounting. Related financial applications of the computer 
complement the cost and managerial coverage by broadening the 
student's exposure in computerized accounting adaptations. 
Program applications wiil be in Fortran IV programming language
for the following reasons:
1. It is an easy language to master.
2. It has powerful computational abilities.
3. It emphasizes logical thought processes.
4. It has universal acceptance.
5. It allows for programming without having to become
a programmer.
Therefore, most universities favor FORTRAN in the intro 
ductory phase of their programs.
^Couger, Computers and the Schools of Business, p. 4.
CHAPTER II
MATRIX ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The development of the double-entry accounting system 
is considered a hallmark in the evolution of accounting 
thought and accounting concepts. Origination of the double­
entry system by Italian merchants in the fourteenth century, 
first published by Luca Paciolo in Summa de Arithmetica, 
Geometria, Proportioni et Proportioalita, established a 
starting point for the formulation of a theory of accounting. 
Could a single-entry method contribute to the double-entry 
system and make advancements in the field of accounting? 
Certain refinements in single-entry accounting, through the 
use of matrices, can complement the double-entry system and 
provide a valuable tool in computerized accounting systems. 
Innovations with matrices in accounting can provide more up- 
to-date information without sacrificing needed internal con­
trols or audit requirements in the system.
^■Eldon S. Hendrikson, Accounting Theory (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965), pp. 16-17.
Many students and professors are cognizant of the 
wealth of information written on mathemetical approaches to 
accounting along with the sophisticated applications of 
mathematical techniques to accounting practices and proce­
dures. Will these practices improve accounting functionally 
or can accounting consider these areas within its domain? 
Possibly some of these applications will prove fruitful 
while others will become ineffective and too abstract.in 
nature. Matrix algebra is one of the areas that shows a 
great deal of promise for adaptation to accounting operations 
The accounting process of recording transactions and the 
preparation of financial statements can benefit from the 
implementation of matrices to the accounting cycle. Improved 
techniques of recording transactions, analyzing accounts and 
determining account balances are available through matrix ana 
lysis coupled with the capabilities of the computer. A 
voucher system can be designed to provide the financial in­
formation and controls for the matrix ledger and a trial 
balance can be readily generated for statement preparation 
and analysis purposes. An audit program could also be de­
signed to analyze accounts selected by the auditor. Trans­
actions processed during the period could be screened by 
identifying selected account numbers thereby providing a sum­
mary of the activity for these accounts.
Working with this system will offer the student an op­
portunity to explore a different approach to a financial in­
formation system within a computerized environment.
The Voucher and Control System 
The flow of information through the matrix based system 
would originate with the preparation of a transaction voucher 
shown in Exhibit 2-1.
EXHIBIT 2-1
VOUCHER
DATE X/XX/XX VOUCHER NO. XXXXXX
GENERAL SUBSIDIARY AMOUNT
ACCOUNT LEDGER NUMBER LEDGER NUMBER DR CR
ACCOUNT DEBITED XXXXX XX XXXXX
ACCOUNT CREDITED XXXXX XX XXXXX
EXPLANATION: 
ENTRY BY APPROVAL
Information on the voucher would include the date of the 
transaction, the voucher number, the accounts debited and 
credited, transaction amounts and an explanation of the trans­
action. The voucher number could start with a letter for each 
month (i.e., A for January) thereby expanding the field usage
and providing a monthly identification of transactions; The 
overall format is streamlined and designed in the order of 
the input record to facilitate keypunching of the information. 
In addition, source documents.could be utilized to provide the 
details of the transactions by entering a cross reference of 
the voucher date and voucher number on these documents.
Greater refinement of the system could be achieved by 
utilizing special journals for such categories as cash 
receipts, sales and purchases. These special journal trans­
actions would be recorded on separately marked or colored 
vouchers with a description voucher code of CRXXXX, SJXXXX, 
and PJXXXX. The voucher format would be altered to record 
only one total for the individual subsidiary accounts posted 
at the end of the period. Allowances could also be made for 
sales returns and allowances or purchases discount in the 
special journal processing. In the program developed for 
this chapter, it is assumed that these transactions will be 
vouched in the normal.manner since their volume would not 
warrant special treatment in the system.
Transactions will be grouped in batches of 10 items and 
a batch control card can be completed for each group as shown 
in Exhibit 2-2. Of course, batch grouping is optional and can 
be enlarged by the student to accommodate larger volumes of 








AMOUNT DR  CR__________
TOTALED BY
The batch control card contains a batch number, control 
totals and identifications for assigning responsibilities for 
batch totals as well as entering the transactions batch in the 
batch log. This information provides the necessary controls 
for routing the transactions through the system and estab­
lishes a trail for identifying transactions errors or proces­
sing problems encountered during the period.
Each batch to be processed would be recorded on a batch 
log for future comparison with the computer generated voucher 
register. An example of the batch log is shown in Exhibit 
2-3. Entry on the batch log signals that the vouchers are 
ready to be keypunched and processed through the system. It 
also establishes the date recorded and control references for 




ENTERED BATCH VOUCHER TOTAL
DATE BY NUMBER NUMBERS DEBITS CREDITS
Computerized Matrix System 
Conversion of these batch documents is optional with 
the student and the facilities available to the university.
For example, vouchers could be converted to magnetic tape 
or discs for high speed processing in the event there were a 
large number of transactions. On the other hand, a standard 
80 column punched card will usually serve the students needs 
and is assumed to be the basic input for the matrix system.
The format for the input records is exemplified in Exhibit 
2-4. These data elements represent the fundamental activity 
base for recording transactions during the period. Fields in 
the record are alined with the format of the voucher to 
facilitate keypunching or coding of the essential transaction 
data. At this point, the student is ready to process his data 
utilizing the program developed in Exhibit 2-7 to prepare a
W Amount Credited
^ Subsidiary Ledger Account Number
H General Ledger Matrix Location
« General Ledger Account Number
w Name of Account Credited
to Amount Debited
w
Q Subsidiary Ledger Account NumberGeneral Ledger Matrix Location
u General Ledger Account Number









































voucher register, a matrix ledger and a trial balance for 
statement preparation.
Each transaction processed in the batch transactions 
program (Exhibit 2-7) will be based on a unit relationship 
where only one account is debited and one account credited 
with each voucher card submitted in the program. Should a 
transaction involve more than two accounts, like a note paid 
with accrued interest, then the transaction can be broken down 
into two components: (1) one debiting interest expense and
crediting cash, (2) another debiting notes payable and credit­
ing cash. Thus, in order to up-date the matrix ledger and 
record each transaction on the voucher register, the unit 
principle will be followed for each transaction.
One of the more important output components of the 
computerized system is the voucher register. Each transaction 
will be represented by a voucher that is processed through 
the computerized program and recorded in voucher number order 
on the register. Upon the completion of a batch, the total 
debit and credit amounts are printed along with the batch 
number. The batch sizes can be tailored to a voucher register 
page in the program output and control is established by com­
paring the batch totals with processed totals when each batch 




Voucher No. Account No. Account Debited
Account No. Account Credited
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
Batch No. XXXXXX XXXXXX
The general ledger matrix in Exhibit 2-6 and the related 
subsidiary arrays represent the core of the matrix accounting 
system. Every transaction recorded by the student is vouched 
and processed under batch control with the ultimate effect being 
reflected in a row and column in the general ledger matrix.
At the same time, the subsidiary ledgers are balanced with the 
control accounts by a sub-routine in the computer program.
Each row in the general ledger matrix represents a 
debit account and related valuation accounts (e.g., allowance 
for uncollectible accounts) developed in the same order as a 
traditional general ledger except for Operating and Other Ex­
penses. The related credit accounts are recorded in the matrix 
columns in the same traditional fashion. This order will 
facilitate statement preparation from the trial balance and the 
Operating and Other Expenses control will be shown at the end 
of the accounts along with a detailed listing of the related
expense and other subsidiary ledgers. The balances in the 
respective debit and credit accounts are the totals of the 
rows and columns which they represent in the matrix. For 
example, the total of row one ‘(1) is the balance in the Cash 
account and the total of column eleven (11) is the Common 
Stock account balance. A sale of common stock for cash would 
be entered in the general ledger matrix by increasing row one,
(1), column eleven (11) in the matrix or GLMTX (1,11) by 
$100,000, the amount of common stock sold. This entry is 
illustrated by Voucher No. A0001 in Batch No. 10000. Balances 
in these two accounts, assuming no other transactions, would 
be the total of row one (1) or $100,000 for Cash and the 
Common Stock account would be the total of column eleven (11) 
or $100,000/ Five batches, numbered from 10000 to 10004, are 
processed through the system in Exhibit 2-7. After all the 
transactions have been recorded in the matrix, the general 
ledger account balances are the corresponding row or column 
totals of the matrix. In the month of January, the Common 
Stock account had a $100,000 balance (see Exhibit 2-7) since 
no other activity was recorded in the account.
The computerized program used in matrix accounting is 
shown in Exhibit 2-7. The components of the program are tailor 
ed to the illustrations and matrix chart of accounts developed 
in this chapter. However, the program can be adopted to the
EXHIBIT 2-6
GENERAL LEDGER MATRIX
1—1 CM co in 10 r-~ 00 cr> o rH CM CO in vo !"• rH
o o o o o o o o o rH rH rH rH rH rH rH rH nl
1—1 CM CO in vo t'* 00 CO O i—1 CM CO •vr in VO r*« •p
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students individual problems by changing a few control cards 
and operational commands. The matrix can be expanded to 
include other general ledger accounts and the parameters in­
creased for the variable GLMTX. Any account renumbering or 
additional subsidiary ledgers could be incorporated into the 
program by changing the logical IE commands or increasing the 
number of commands for added subsidiary ledgers. Of course, 
the new variables in the expanded matrix would require ad­
justments in such commands as the DIMENSION statement and 
programming assistance would be helpful for these revisions.
The logic and techniques in the matrix based accounting sys­
tem are flexible enough, however, to allow the professor 
sufficient latitude in utilizing the system within his course 
coverage.
The program contains several built-in checks on 
transaction data for the elimination of processing invalid 
transactions. Any entry that is improperly coded for debits 
and credits will be rejected from the voucher register and a 
note displayed of the voucher number that contains the error.
An example of an improper transaction is shown in Batch No. 
10002, voucher A00026. Notice the voucher is highlighted in 
the voucher register and the batch totals also indicate an 
error in the batch with only the correct transactions processed 
for this particular batch. To correct the Commissions and
Cash accounts, an adjustment is made with Voucher No. A00050 
and the trial balance is adjusted to the end of January.
Other adjusting entries in Batch No. 1000 4 update the 
trail balance and provide the'student with an adjusted trial 
balance for the preparation of a Income Statement and Balance 
Sheet. The adjustments and reclassifications are fairly 
standard in the illustration. Certain assumptions made in 
the adjustment process are as follows:
(1) The $2700 note from B. V. Holt had one-half month
interest due at 8 percent per annum.
(2) Insurance of $360.00 would be for a three (3) year
policy and is recorded as an other asset.
(3) Depreciation on the building cost of $75,000 is
based on a twenty-five (25) year life. Depreci­
ation on machinery and equipment with a cost of 
$25,800 has an average life of five (5) years.
The straight-line method is assumed in these 
adjustments.
(4) Bonds payable are due in installments of $1,000
a year for twenty (20) years. Interest accrues 
for the year and is paid with the currently.due 
portion of the bonds at year end. Mortgage pay­
able is a level monthly payment of principal and 
interest commencing in February.
(5) Bad debt expense is estimated at $200 a month based
on projected credit sales for the year.
(6) The cost of goods sold can be derived by the stan­
dard process of adding net purchases to beginning 
inventory and then subtracting ending inventory. 
Purchases, returns and allowances are credited 
directly to the purchase account as illustrated 
by Voucher No. A00034.
Most of the remaining information in the program and 
output documents will be familiar to the student with a back­
ground in accounting. The primary aim of the matrix system 
is the exposure to a computerized accounting operation that 
can record transactions in a voucher register format, simul­
taneously post the data to the general ledger and subsidiary 
ledgers, and provide an adjusted trial balance for statement 
preparation. This represents a total package of the account­
ing cycle along with valuable insights into computer operations 
and capabilities at the disposal of the professor and students 
for additional accounting adaptations.
SJ08 WATFORC EXHIBIT 2-T
C MATRIX ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
C PROGPA* FOR PROCESSING OATCH TRANSACTIONS IN THF MATRIX ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
C A G PETRIE 01SSERTATION
I DIMENSION R(l6)tC(17)




5 10 FORMAT!58X,*VOUCHER REGISTFR FOR JANUARY*)
6 11 FORMAT!11AA)
7 12 FORMAT!5AAJ
B 13 FORMAT!AI 2)
9 1A FORMAT! I5,F12.2,F12.2J
10 15 FORMAT!2A 1.5AA,IJ,212,F10.2,5AA,I 3,212,F10,2)
11 16 FORMAT! lX,?A3i5X,13,2Xl6AA,65X,F10.2)
12 17 FORMAT!17X,I3,2X,5AA,75X,F10.2)
13 18 FORMAT! IX,'ERROR IN TRANSACTION RECORD* ,2X,2A3)
1A 19 FORMAT!IX,'BATCH NO*,17,flAX,F12.2,3X,F12.2)
15 20 FORMAT! IX,* HATCH NO* , I 7, 5X, *FP.ROR IN BATCH-ONLY CORRECT* 
* • TRANSACTIONS RECORDED',30X,F12.2,3X,F12.2)
16 21 FOR“AT( IX,* END OF JANUARY TKANSACTIONS-TOTALS*,62X,F15.2,F15.2)
17 22 .FORMAT!53X, • TRIAL BALANCE FOR JANUARY* /)
18 23 FORMAT! IX,1IAA,10X,F15,2)
19 2A FnRM, AT ( 1X,11AA,27X,F15.2)
20 25 FORMAT!55X, • SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS* /)
21 26 FORMAT!5X,/* OPERATING AND OTHER EXPENSES')
22 27 FORMAT! 1X,5AA,10X,F12.2>
23 28 FORM A T(5X,/* ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE*)
2A 29 FORMAT!5X,/* MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT*)
25 30 FORMAT!5X,/« ACCOUNTS PAYABLE*)
26 31 FORMAT!IX,17F7.0)
27 32 FORMATI5X,*TOTAL*,21X,FI2.2)









37 W P. 1T E! 6, B )
38 READ! 5, 11) ((ACCTNM! I, J) , J = 1,11) , 1 -1,33)
39 READ! 5, 1?)(IARNAMII,J),J=1,S),1=1,5)
AO KEA0I5, l2)((EMNAM(l,J),J*l,5),I=i,5)
A1 READ!5,12)((APNAM(I,J),J=1,5),1=1,5)




A6 221 GLMTXII,J >=0
A7 002221= l,K
A8 ARSUBII ) = 0
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A00007 213 MAfHCEQ'J IP-VJHSE £0P
401 ACCOUNTS PAY-DAVISCO
A00008 213 HAfHCEUUIP-WHSE fur 
401 ACCOUNTS PAY-EVANS










A00013 401 ACCT PAY-EVANS INC 
101 CASH
A00014 104 ACCT RCC-B V HOLT 
715 SAI ES
A00015 315 OTHFR ASST-ORG COSTS 
101 CASH
A00016 102 TEMP INVESTMENTS 
101 CASH
A00017 104 ACCT REC-RL CARPENTR 
715 SALES
A00018 916 OP EXP-ADVERTISING 
• 101 CASH
A00019 315 OTHFR ASSTS-INSURCE 
101 CASH
A00020 104 ACCT REC-CD MARWICK 
715 SALES
BATCH NO 10001
A00021 916 OP EXP-UTILITIES 
101 CASH
A00022 104 ACCT REC-AC WILEY. • . 715 SALES
AO0023 108 PURCHASES
401 ACCTS PAY-WATSON CO
A00024 613 TREASURY STK-COMMON 
101 CASH
A00025 103 NOTES RFC-BV HOLT 




















































































916 OP EXP-OFFICE EXP 
101 CASH 
916 UP EXP-TAXES-OTHER
401 ACCTS PAY-WATSON CO 
104 ACCTS REC-AC WILEY 
71S SALES 
104 ACCTS PEC-OB JUNES 
71S SALES
10002 ERROR IN BATCH-ONLY CORRECT TRANSACTIONS RECORDED
916 OP FXP-MISC 
101 CASH 
916 OP kXP-OELIVERY 
101 CASH 
104 ACCTS PEC-CO WARWICK’
715 SALES 
401 ACCTS PAY-HOLOEN INC 
108 PURCHASES 
108 (JU°CHA SES
401 ACCTS PAY-WATSON CO 
401 ACCTS PAY-OAVIS CO 
101 CASH 
101 CASH
104 ACCTS REC-RL CARPENT 
101 CASH
104 ACCTS RF.C-DB JONES 
401 ACCTS PAY-HOLOEN INC 
101 CASH 
916 OP EXP—COMMISSIONS 
101 CASH
10003
106 ACCRUED INT RFC
817 OTHER INC-INTEREST 
916 OP EXP— INSURANCE
315 OTHER ASST-INSURANCE 
916 DEPPEC IAT lllN-RLIlG
212 A ecu'* DEPR-RLDG 
916 DEPRECIATIUN-NGF
214 ACCUM DEPR-MCE 
916 OP tXP-HFFICE SAL







916 OP EXP-PAI) OFBT EXP
105 ALLUW FOR UNCOL ACCT 
916 OP EXP—COMM-CORRECT
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3000.00 
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ACCUMULATED DEPP EC IATION-BLDG
MACHINERY AND CQUIPMENT











PREMIUM OR (DISCOUNT) ON PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON STOCK




SALES RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES 
OTHER INCOME
OPERATING AND OTHER EXPENSES
TRIAL OALANCE FOR JANUARY
121303.00
30000.00 

































OPERATING AND OTHER EXPENSES
ADVERTISING 2SD.00
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Introduction to Capital Budgeting
Management faces one of the most critical decision 
areas of financial resource allocation when planning for 
capital outlays. Capital budgeting involves long-run 
commitments for equipment,-plant and other long-lived 
facilities that have a direct bearing on the future 
flexibility and revenues of an enterprise. Alternatives 
must be carefully evaluated and as many factors as possi­
ble should be identified in projecting future developments 
in the economy.
Due to this uncertainty, management needs methods 
and procedures for evaluating future projections in order 
to make intelligent decisions on alternative proposals.
The criteria for evaluating future investments 
and their related cash flaws are well defined by Gordon 
Shillinglaw as follows:'*'
^■Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting Analysis 
and Control (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,.
1967), p.589.
1. The amount and timing of initial investment
outlays.
2. The amount and timing of subsequent investment
outlays.
3. The amount and timing of operating cash inflows
and outflows.
4. Economic life of investment
i
5. End-of-life residual values.
The first four components are directly associated 
with the familiar cash flow stream in capital budgeting 
and the residual value represents a recovery of the initial 
investment at the end of the project's life. Each segment 
presents its unique problems and suggested methods of 
handling these categories will be discussed in this chapter. 
Attention will be focused on the different inflows and 
outflows over a time, period.since, capital budgeting analysis 
relates these flows to a timetable rather than by classifi­
cation alone
The matrix accounting system, developed in Chapter 
II, can generate current financial information for investment 
analysis. Management has the responsibility to utilize 
this, up-to-date information in channeling the firm's 
financial resources so that it can maintain a competitive 
position in the economy through growth in assets and profits.
To aid management in this perplexing area, 
financial analysts have developed meaningful measurement 
techniques designed to determine project profitability and 
allow for comparisons among alternative proposals. These 
general yardsticks are payback on investment, accounting 
rate of return, and time-adjusted rates of return.^
In order for analysis to be effective, however, management 
must project reasonable cash flows for each alternative 
and ascertain acceptable rates of return for selecting 
capital-budgeting proposals.
Cash Flows in Capital Budgeting 
Future projections of cash flows necessitates an 
analysis of the interrelationships of cash inflows and cash 
outflows. The primary cash outflows include the initial 
investment along with subsequent outlays required during 
the life of the project for major overhauls as restorations. 
Regular cash outflows that relate to operations and main­
tenance, such as labor and materials, can effectively be 
handled in the annual cash flows projected for the life of 
the investment. The cash inflows are generally characterized
2See Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 441.
by increments in revenues or reductions in operating costs 
which are directly attributable to the capital improvement 
or investment. Comparisons of capital proposals are based 
on the incremental relationships of the various cash 
inflows and outflows during the investment period along with 
the measures for payback, accounting rate of return and 
time adjusted rates-of-return. The complex nature of 
these cash flows, however, requires careful preparation of 
the data for analysis purposes.
The initial investment would include the original 
costs, installation or construction costs, training and 
testing prior to utilizing the equipment or facilities in 
the firm's operations. In addition, currently owned equip­
ment may be traded or retired and the value of these items 
should be taken into consideration in determining the 
net investments. Retirements of equipment or facilities 
would reduce the investment by its resale value and/or 
possible tax savings. Allowing for all related costs, 
including the above items, is strategic and demand individual 
appraisals for each capital expenditure.
Income tax considerations play an important role in 
evaluating investment alternatives. Gains and losses on
assets, investment credits and related tax deductible 
expenses should be considered in capital budgeting. Cash 
flows are affected by income tax provisions along with the 
initial investment outlays- and retirements. Cash inflows 
and outflows should be net of income tax considerations so 
that management can arrive at a realistic picture for capital 
budgeting decisions. Extensive coverage of income tax 
accounting, however, cannot be adequately covered in this 
material, but its importance cannot be overlooked. Students 
should become familiar with income tax provisions as well 
as seek counsel of professor who specialize in the income 
tax area.
Management must generate the net investment and 
projected cash flows for capital investments since these 
items involve judgement decisions and detail analysis for 
each proposal. Statistical techniques can assist with 
probability analysis and some systems could be adopted in 
this area. Generally, a system can be developed after the 
net investment and cash flows are determined because this 
segment of the capital budgeting evaluation is more structured 
for .the design of a computer system. A computer can provide 
valuable assistance to the student in calculating after-tax
cash flows and depreciation for capital investments.
A flowchart for a cash flow system is presented in 
Figure 3-1. This segment of the over-all capital budgeting 
system starts with the net investment and other asset statis­
tics so that the after-tax cash flows can be determined.
These cash flows will provide the essential data for calcu­
lating the payback period, accounting rate of return and 
time-adjusted rates of return.
Payback on Investment
The payback period is one method of screening 
capital investment proposals that provides a measure of 
liquidity for each project. A lack of sophistication has 
caused criticism of the payback measurement, but this guide 
is widely used in capital budgeting analysis and provides 
useful information on planning cash requirements for a 
company. Payback is very helpful in appraising risky pro­
posals, for example, when an extended cash and credit position 
faces a firm.
Hie payback period is a measure of the length of 
time it will take to recoup, through projected cash flows, 
the initial investment in a capital project. Comparisons 
can be made of alternative proposals on a payback period
FIGURE 3-1
CAPITAL BUDGETING SYSTEM FLOWCHART.
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basis and certain minimum standards established for 
acceptability of investments. Of course, payback is only 
a basic measure of profitability because it does not take 
into consideration the different life spans of investments 
or the true value of money. Students can, however, use 
the payback period to calculate a payback reciprocal, a 
discounted payback period and a bail-out payback for more 
complete analysis.
Varying cash flows present a problem in calculating 
the payback period of an investment. The standard formula 
is as follows:
INITIAL INVESTMENT 
ANNUAL NET CASH INFLOWS
This payback formula is designed for even cash flows and 
will not give a realistic picture for uneven cash flows 
This problem can be solved, however, with the use of com­
puter. Each yearly cash flow can be subtracted from the 
initial investment until the balance is recovered and a 
payback period calculated. The number of years and/or 
fractions of years can be ascertained in the computer pro- 
gram for both even and uneven cash flow proposals. Figure 
3-2 illustrates the system for calculating.the payback period.
^See Horngren, Cost Accounting, pp. 454-458.
FIGURE 3-2 
PAYBACK PERIOD SYSTEM FLOWCHART
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An additional alternative that should be investi­
gated is the discounted payback period.^ A profitability 
factor relating to the time value of money would enhance 
the value of a payback index and possibly make this 
measurement a more meaningful tool for decision making in 
capital budgeting.
Accounting Rate of Return on Investment
Basically, the accounting rate of return is an 
averaging technique that is closely alined with the conven­
tional accounting methods of determining income and 
investment. The income component is calculated by sub­
tracting annual expenses, including depreciation, from the 
annual incremental cash flows from perations. Average 
investment, beginning investment plus ending investment 
divided by two (2), is the most commonly used denominator 
based on the assumption that the asset does not require a 
permanent investment since it is gradually recovered as 
earnings are realized. Straight-line depreciation is most 
frequently used because most assets are considered to decline 
in a linear fashion for book purposes.^ some authors present 
alternative methods of calculating the accounting rate of
^Alfred Rappaport, "The Discounted Payback Period," 
Management Services (July-August,*1965), pp. 30-35.
• • ^Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting Analysis and Control, 
pp. 612—613.
return, but the consensus of opinion generally agrees with 
the above assumptions.
The accounting rate of return equation, as developed 
above, is as follows:
AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREMENTAL CASH FLOWS-DEPRECIATION
AVERAGE INVESTMENT
As a supplement to this calculation, the rate can 
also be calculated on the total net investment since this 
is one of the recognized alternatives to this measurement.
Net Present Value of Investment
Net present value analysis is one of the discounted 
cash flow methods that overcomes some of the shortcomings 
of the payback method and the accounting rate of return 
measurements. Net present value incorporates the time value 
of money within its calculations by discounting the incre­
mental cash flows by a desired rate of return. Selection of 
the discount rate can be made from a variety of alternatives, 
including the following: a minimum cut-off rate, cost of
debt equity, marginal cost of capital and average cost of 
capital. Once this rate is selected, an investment can 
be appraised by comparing the discounted cash flows with the 
capital outlays to arrive at a profitability index for each 
proposal. Desirable alternatives will have an excess of
discounted cash flows over the investment amount resulting 
in a profitability index greater than 100 percent. Other 
alternatives will be rejected because of a negative result 
and a profitability index less than 100 percent. Students 
can screen various alternatives first for acceptance as 
rejection and then select the most profitable proposals 
within the budget constraints of the company.
' Figure 3-3 illustrates a system flowchart for net 
present value of investments... The minimum desired rate 
of return is selected by management and is introduced into 
the system along with an array of net cash inflows and the 
net investment. The system shows a discounting of cash 
flows which can be on am annuity basis for even flows or 
on individual years for uneven cash flows. A profitability 
index is determined for each alternative in order for the 
student to be able to utilize this criteria in evaluating 
and ranking investment proposals.
Dr. C. T. Horngren points out some of the pitfalls 
of project selection under budgeted constraints.® He points 
out some difficulties of using an excess present value index
®Horngren, Cost Accounting, pp. 497-500.
FIGURE 3-3
NET PRESENT VALUE ON INVESTMENT SYSTEM FLOWCHART
\ Read
\ X  Net Investment
\ 2 Net Cash Inflows
Y____ 3 Cut-Off Rate of Return
■ _______________________________
Calculate 
Present Value of Net Cash 
Flows=Net Cash Inflows 
X Present Value Factors 








\ 1 Net Investment
\ 2 Present Value of
\ Net Cash Inflows
\ 3 Profitability Inde
and advocates the net present value of investments as the 
important guide in screening alternative proposals. His 
main point is that the profitability index does not take 
into consideration the dollar amount of incremental cash 
flows discounted to the current period. A more complete 
discussion of this and other difficult areas of capital 
budgeting will be covered after the time-adjusted rate 
of return section.
Time-Adj usted Rate of Return on Investment
Contrasted with the net present value method, the 
time-adjusted rate of return is a trail and even method 
that equates the net investment with the present value of 
the cash inflows to arrive at an actual rate of return on 
investment. The rate calculated using the time-adjusted 
method provides a maximum interest rate for borrowing 
capital. The minimum rate of return as cost of capital 
could be used as a cut-off point for the acceptance of 
rejection of alternatives. When the cost of capital as of 
borrowing funds is less than the time-adjusted rate, the 
company can earn a profit on the investment. Should the 
rate for securing capital as employing capital exceed 
time-adjusted rate, then the proposal should be rejected 
because the company would incur a loss.
Figure 3-4 presents the time-adjusted rate of 
return system flowchart. In this system the net investment, 
cash inflows and interest rates are introduced into the 
system by the company or student. A time-adjusted rate 
is calculated for each proposal under consideration and the 
output shows the investment amount along with the time- 
adjusted rate for the investment. The initial rate for 
this system will be six percent (6%) with increments of 
one percent (1%) until the investment is equal to or greater 
than the present value of the net cash inflows. Some 
adjusting may be desired if the rate is not an even percen­
tage. The student can then use interpolation to arrive at 
a true rate of returni
Some of the problems encountered in working and 
selecting proposals by their profitability and liquidity are 
unequal lines of projects and the reinvestment of funds from 
shorter-lived investments. The time-adjusted rate of 
return has a built-in assumption in favor of short-lived 
projects that have a rate of return in excess of the cut­
off rate because it assumes the reinvestment rate is equal 
to the rate of return for the shorter-lived project. On the 
other hand, the net present value method has a built-in 
minimum rate of return for reinvestment of cash flows which
FIGURE 3-4
TIME-ADJUSTED RATE OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT SYSTEM FLOWCHART
1 Net Investment
2 Net Cash Inflows
3 Interest Rate (6%
present Value of Net 
Cash Inflows=Net Cash 








Present Value of 
Cash inflows 
3 Interest Rate
favors the longer-lived projects. Reconciling these differ­
ences is not a simple chore, but certain assumptions can 
assist in this conflict.
Ezra Solomon? attempted to reconcile these differ­
ences by making common assumptions for both approaches to 
ranking investment proposals. He assumes the reinvestment 
rate is at least equal to the rate of the longer-lived 
project and the proposals should be evaluated at a common 
terminal date. He suggests the terminal date of the longer- 
lived project because this is a measure of the total wealth 
that the investor can expect from each alternative under 
consideration. Under these assumptions, the approaches 
rank projects identically and eliminate the conflict 
caused by different assumptions employed by each of the 
methods concerning the future.
Harold. Bierman and Seymour Smidt® contest these 
conclusions by Ezra Solomon because a company does not have 
to consider reinvestment unless the proposals are mutually
^Ezra Solomon, "Arithmetic of Capital Budgeting 
Decisions,1' Journal of Business XXIX (April, 1956), 124-129.
®Harold Bierman and Seymour Smidt, "Capital Budgeting 
and the Problem of Reinvesting Cash Proceeds," Journal of 
Business XXX (October, 1957), 276-279.
exclusive and certain future cash flows can be invested at 
different rates other than the original reinvestment rates 
assumed by Ezra Solomon. Mr. Bierman and Mr. Smidt 
illustrate conflicts for same lived proposals and show where 
a change in reinvestment rates can cause projects of Mr. 
Solomon to be in conflict from the net present value method 
and the time-adjusted rate of return measurements. They 
contend the opposite of Mr. Solomon in their conclusion 
summarizing their arguments sited in this paragraph.
Mr. Solomon's assumptions, however, do assist in 
reconciling the differences of net prevent value and 
time-adjusted rate of return. Should common assumptions, 
like common terminal dates or reinvestment at a reasonable 
rate of return, be made on alternative proposals, then most 
of the conflicts can be eliminated. This seems to be a 
better approach than not attempting to project future plans 
because of the uncertainty involved in planning.
.Complete Investment Analysis System
A- comprehensive system flowchart of the four measures 
in capital budgeting is presented in Figure 3-5. The system 
starts with, a reading in of the variables: net investment,
salvage value, asset life, operating expenses, cash inflows,
3 3
cut-off rate of return and a minimum interest rate for the 
time-adjusted rate of return. Each of the systems in this 
chapter are consolidated into Figure 3-5 in order to present an 
over-all view of the capital budgeting process.
56
FIGURE 3-5
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PROCESS COST SYSTEM ON AN HISTORICAL COST BASIS
The process costing method is usually contrasted with 
job order costing in accounting literature pertaining to pro­
duction costing operations. The nature of the production 
process establishes the primary criteria for selecting between 
a job order and process cost system. Job order costing is 
designed for the company that produces commodities of a unique, 
nature with assignable costs for specific job lots or batches. 
Process costing, on the other hand, is applicable to inven­
tory costing for continuous processing of either a single pro­
duce or a complete line of products over a relatively longer 
period of time. Usually process costing techniques involve 
numerous computations and separate identifications within the 
production analysis. To relieve the student of this computa­
tional burden, a computerized program could be utilized for 
process costing problems that would enable him to focus his 
attention on the flow of specific operational costs through 
the various departments within the system. He would benefit 
from interaction with the computer and gain greater insights
into process costing methods and procedures.
Characteristics of a Historical 
Process Cost System 
The process cost method is basically an averaging pro­
cess. Unit cost calculations for inventory valuations are 
the result of accumulating costs for particular departments 
and dividing these costs by a measure of production. The 
process costing system will usually involve homogeneous units 
that pass in a continuous fashion through a series of produc­
tion operations or processes.^
The historical process cost system may be developed in 
a number of different structures depending on a particular 
author's approach and cost method. The flow and calculations 
are essentially the same for comparable cost techniques so 
that a fundamentally sound approach can serve as a foundation 
for designing a basic computerized process cost system. Dr.
C. T. Horngren has suggested a systematic method that furnish­
es a uniform approach to process cost accounting problems.
His suggestions are divided into a five step program as follows
■^Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting, 2nd. Ed. (Engle­
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 628.






Physical Flow. Trace the physical flow of 
production. In other words, (A) What are the 
units to be accounted for? and (B) How are they 
accounted for? A flowchart can be helpful in 
this preliminary step.
Equivalent Units. Convert the physical flow, as 
accounted for in Step 1, into equivalent units 
of production. Thus, if 6,000 physical units 
are two-thirds complete as to materials and one- 
half complete as to conversion costs, this means 
that 4,000 doses of material and 3,000 doses of 
conversion costs have been applied.
Total Costs to be Accounted For. Summarize, 
using materials, labor, overhead and so forth, 
the total costs to be accounted for in the 
operations.
Cost Per Equivalent Whole Unit. Divide the data 
in Step 3 by the equivalent units calculated in 
Step 2. The result will be cost per equivalent 
whole unit.
Build the Total Cost of Production and Inventor- 
ies. Apply the unit costs obtained in Step 4 
to inventories and to goods transferred out.
Make certain that the total of these figures 
agree with the grand total obtained in Step 3.
These steps afford the student an organized guide for 
solving process cost problems while providing internal calcu­
lation checks on the cost and unit amounts. This approach 
establishes the basic framework for the computerized program 
written in this chapter.
Development of a Historical Process Cost
System Based on Weighted Average Costs
One of the most universal approaches to teaching process 
costing is based on the weighted average cost concept. Most 
authors utilize the weighted average or moving average method 
because it does not tax the student with additional cost cal­
culations for maintaining identity of layers of costs for 
labor, materials and related overhead costs. With this 
method, the student can concentrate on the basic concepts in
the process cost system and gain a greater appreciation of
operational steps involved in a process cost network.
- i
See Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting Analysis and 
Control (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967).
Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting, 2nd. Ed., (Engle­
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967).
Adolph Matz, Othel J. Curry and George W. Frank, Cost 
Accounting (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Company, 
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Nicholas Dopuch and Jacob G. Birnberg, Cost Accounting: 
Accounting Data for Management's Decisions (New York: Har-.Erac^ Snd WorTH, T n c .', T 3 W 1  .-------------
The basis difference in average costs, fifo and lifo 
methods is the technique of handling different losts of costs, 
beginning inventories and ending inventories as they relate 
to current production costs. Fifo and lifo unit cost figures 
usually require extensive cost details that.may, in some 
cases, lead to complicated and inaccurate schemes. Any 
added precision to unit cost is a debatable advantage, since 
the manufacturing process is continuous and production uni­
form in most process cost systems. Therefore, the average 
cost method usually yields satisfactory cost measures since 
material fluctuations would not normally be experienced in 
calculating unit costs of operations.
Of course, many students will desire greater sophisti­
cation in cost analysis after mastering the weighted average 
method of process costing. This objective can be achieved 
with certain modifications in the cost input variables and 
computations in the computerized program in Exhibit 4-3.
The program developed in this chapter will employ 
weighted average costs in a process cost system characterized 
by two departments. Input data for the program is supplied 
through the use of a hypothetical chemical producer called 
NUCOST Chemical Company. NUCOST produces a general indus­
trial cleaning chemical called NUCHEM that requires processing
in a blending department and a refining department. Raw 
materials, labor and overhead costs are included in the 
processing operations of each department. Materials are 
added at the beginning of the blending department and at the 
end of the refining department. Labor and overhead costs 
are combined into a conversion cost category, as suggested 
by several authors, since these costs are applied uniformly 
in both departments. These amounts form the basis for deter­
mining equivalent unit costs when matched with the equivalent 
units produced for the period.
The basis assumptions in the computerized process cost 
system, illustrated with the NUCOST Chemical Company in Ex­
hibit 4-3, are as follows:
1. Each department has a beginning and ending inven­
tory for the period. Should a process cost problem 
not have, a beginning or ending inventory for a depart­
ment, the student could then assign a zero value to 
the unit and cost variables for the appropriate in= 
ventory item.
2. Materials are added at the beginning of the blending 
department (first operation) and at the end of the 
refining department (second operation) . The percentage 
completion pertains to conversion costs only.
3. Conversion costs are incurred uniformly throughout 
the production process.
4. Production costs are based on an output concept with 
normal spoilage, shrinkage and waste absorbed in the 
cost of operations.
A production and inventory schedule of the NUCOST 
Chemical Company is illustrated in Exhibit 4-1.
These production figures will serve as the input data 
for the computerized process cost system in Exhibit 4-3. 
Equivalent unit costs are calculated for the refining depart­
ment after the transferred-in costs are determined in the 
blending department. These transferred-in costs become 
available with the calculation of unit costs in the blending 
department which can then be, applied to the units transferred 
to the refining department. Appropriate built-in checks on 
total costs and units of production are established in the 
program as suggested in the five step approach outlined 
above. The program output is a summary of all production 
costs, by departments, in the form of a monthly production 
report. Accompanying the production report will be the neces­
sary journal entries for recording the production activity 
of the NUCOST Chemical Company.
EXHIBIT 4-1
NUCOST CHEMICAL COMPANY 
Production Report
Blending








































Total costs to be
accounted for 100,000 35,000 65,000
Refining
Department   Equivalent Units_______
Physical Transferred- Materials Conversion






Units to be 
accounted 
for 37,000
A Pertains to degree of completion on conversion costs only.
EXHIBIT 4-1 (CONTINUED)
Quantities Physical Transferred- Materials Conversion
Flow______in Costs_________________ Costs
Units com­
pleted 35,000 35,000 35,000 35,000
Work-in" 
process,
end 2,000 (2/5)A 2,000   800
Total units 
accounted
for 37,000 37,000 35,000 35,800
Transferred- Conversion




beginning $6,000 $4,000 ---- $ 2,000




for $ (B) $ (B) $17,500 $107,000
APertains to degree of completion on conversion costs only. 
bTo be calculated in program from production data of the 
blending department.
Computerized Historical Process Cost System 
Using Weighted Average Costs 
The complete program for the computerized process cost 
system is illustrated in Exhibit 4-3. This system is based 
on historical costs and employs the weighted average method 
for production unit costs. Input and output information for 
the program represents the production activity of the NUCOST
Chemical Company. The input variables for each department 
are shown in Exhibit 4-2. The output from the program is the 
monthly production report and journal entries which are in­
cluded in the program printout in Exhibit 4-3.
This computerized process cost system enables the stu­
dent to solve a basic process cost problem in the form of a 
production cost report along with supporting journal entries. 
Interaction with the computer expands his understanding of 
data processing capabilities and helps to reduce the numerous 
calculations involved in process cost accounting.
The more involved process cost problems can be solved 
by expanding the basic program in Exhibit 4-3. One possibility 
is additional departments in the process cost system. The 
second segment of the computerized program can be utilized 
for subsequent departments since the structure of the re­
fining department includes the basic cost elements required 
for transferred-in costs, materials and conversion costs as 
well as the unit categories for each of these elements. With 
the appropriate input data, a transfer of control statement 
(i.e., G 0 T0) and certain alterations in the F0RMAT state­
ments, the program could be adapted to expanded process cost 
problems.
Other program modifications are also available to the 
student. Fifo and lifo costing can be introduced by increas1- 
ing the cost variable identifications for the segmentation of
EXHIBIT 4-2





Work-in-process, beginning WIPB 5,000
Units started UTS 30,000
Units completed UTC 33,000
Work-in-process, end WIPE 2,000
Work-in-process, percentage
completion, beginning PCBI 50%
Work-in-process, percentage
completion, end PCEI 75%
Costs
Work-in-process, beginning-materials CMBI $ 5,000
Work-in-process, beginning-conversion
costs CONBI 5,000
Current costs-materials CMCC 30,000
Current costs-conversion costs CONCC 60,000
Refining Department
Quantities
Work-in-process, beginning RWPB 4,000
Transferred-in RUTI 33,000
Units completed RUTC 35,000
Work-in-process, end RWPE 2,000
Work-in-process, percentage
completion, beginning PRBI 25%
Work-in-process, percentage
completion, end PREI 40%
Costs
Work-in-process, beginning-
trans ferred-in TICB $ 4,000
Work-in-process, beginning-
conversion costs RCONB 2,000
Current costs-materials RCCM 17,500
Current costs-conversion costs RCONCC 105,000
cost layers which are traceable as first-in, first-out costs 
and last-in, first-out costs for unit of production figures. 
In addition, variable costing could be employed in the pro­
gram through the use of variable input costs for materials, 
labor and overhead. The variables could be divided into 
these three categories or the later two combined into a 
conversion cost element as shown in Exhibit 4-1. The pro­
duction report and journal entries would reflect the variable 
costs of production and the period costs would be expensed in 
the period incurred.
These suggestions point out a few of the possibilities 
available for coverage in a cost accounting course. Pro­
fessors and students can use their imaginations to further 
expand these computer adaptations to process cost accounting 
solutions.
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SJ03 WATFORC EXHIBIT A-3
C PROCESS COST SYSTEM
C BASED ON WEIGHTED AVERAGE COSTS
C PROGRAM FOR PROCESS COST SYSTEM-HISTORICAL






FORMAT!A9X,'FOR THE MONTH ENDING JUNE 30,1969*)
FORM ATI 5AX,•WE 1 GHTF.l)—AV ER AGE MFTHOU* //)
FORMAT!5X,'BLENDING OEPARTMENT*/)
FOFMATl62X,'EQUIVALENT UNITS')




FORMAT! IX,'UNITS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR* ,12X,FO.O /)
FORMAT! IX, 'UNITS COMPLETE O' ,23X,F7.0,UX,F7.0,11X,F7.0)
FORMAT! IX, MiriRK-IN-PKGCFSS, END•,1HX,F7.0,11X.F7.0,1IX,F7.0 /)
FORMAT! IX,'TOTALS' ,1IX,Ffl.O,lOX,FB.0,1OX.EB.O //)
FORMAT! IX,'COST BREAKDOWNS' /)
RURMAT! IX,'COSTS*,35X,*TOTALS*,PX,'MATERIALS',5X,'CUNVERSION'
* ' COSTS' /)
FORMAIIIX,•KGRK-IN-PRUCCSS, BFGINNINC*,13X,•S',F7.0,10X,•S',F7.0,
* 10X,'t',F7.0)
FORMAT! IX,'CURRENT COSTS',27X,F7.0,1 IX,F7.0,11X,F7.0)
FORMAT! IX,'TOTAL COSTS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR•,BX,•$*,F7.0,10X•'S',
* F7.0,IOX,'S•,F7.0)
FORMAT! IX,'DIVIDED BY E.U.P.•,A1X,F7.0,1IX,F7.0)
FORMAT!IX,'COST PFR E .U.P.',92 X,•S',F7.A,10X»'S',F 7.AI 
FORMAT! IX,'TOTAL OUST PEP. L.U.P.' ,IBX,'S' ,F7. A / )
FORMAT! IX,'SUMMARY OF COSTS' /)




FORMAT! OX,'TOTAL COST OF V.DRK-1 N-PRCCE SS' .6 X, • S' ,r 7.0)




FORMAT! IX,'QUANT I Tit S',26X,'PHYSICAL FLOW•,5X,•TRANSFERREO-IN'
* • COSTS',5X,'MATERIALS',5X,'CONVERSION COSTS' /)
FORMAT! IX,'WORK-IN-PROCESS, BEGINNING' , 12X,F7.0)
FORMAT! IX, 'UNITS TP A NSFERRE I)- IN • , I MX, F 7.0 /)
FORMAT! IX,'UNITS TO PE ACCOUNTED FUP•,13X,E7.0 /)
FORMAT!IX,'UNITS COMPLETED*,23X,F7.0,1 AX,F7.0,13X,F7.0,12X,F7.0)
FORMAT!IX,'WORK-IN-PROCESS,END',19X,F7.0,IAX,F7.0,32X,F7.0 /)
FORMAT I lX,'TOTALS',3)X,FB.O,13X,r3.0,I?X,FB.O,)IX,FB.O //>
FORMAT! IX, 'COSTS' , 35 X,'TOTALS', 5X, • TRANSFEP.RED-I N COSTS' ,5X,
* 'MATERIALS',5X,'CONVERSION COSTS')
FORMAT! IX,'nORK-IN-PR&CFSS, BECINNING' ,12X,'S' ,F 7. 0 ,13X , • S', F7.0,
* 9X,'$• ,2UX,,F7.0)
FORMAT!IX,'CURRENT CUSTS',26X,F7.0,1AX,F7.0,IOX,F7.0,1 AX,F7.0 / )
FORMAT! IX,'TOTAL COSTS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR',7X, • S', F 7.0, 1 3 X ,
* F7.0,9X,'S',F7.0,I3X,'S',F7.0)
FORMAT!IX,'DIVIDED BY E.U.P.•,A3X,F7.0,10X.F7.0,IAX,F7.0)
47 56 FtlBMAT* IX,'COST PER E.U.P•.44X,•t»,E7.4,9X,•*•,F7.4,13X••*•,F7.4)48 57 FORMAT! IX,'TOTAL COST PER F.U,P.•,17X,»$•,F7.4 /I
49 58 FORMAT! IX,•SUMMARY OF COSTS' /)
50 59 FORMAT! IX, 'COST OF UNITS COMPLETED•,16X ,'$•,F7.0)
51 60 FORMAT!IX,'WORK-IN-PROCESS,COD')
52 61 FORMAT! 5X, • TR AN SFFRP. E'P-IN COSTS' ,16X,F7.0)
53 62 FORMAT!5X,'CONVERSION COSTS',?0X,F7.0)
54 63 FORMAT! 5X, • TflTAL COST OF WORK IN PROCESS',6X,•i',F7.0>
55 64 FORMAT! IX, * TOTAL COSTS TO HE ACCOUNTED FOP.', 7X,'*',Fe.O //)
56 65 FORMAT!73X,'FOUlVALENT UNITS')
57 66 FORMAT!43X,'JUURNAL ENTRIES' //)
58 67 FORMAT! IX,'BLENDING DEPT-FORK-lN-PROCFSS',4 IX,•$•,FI 0.0)
59 68 FORMAT! IOX,'MATERIALS',66X,'t',F10.0 //)
60 69 FPP.MAT! IX,'HL ENDING DE P T-WOF.K-I N-PKOf F S S' ,42X, F 10. 0)
61 70 FORMAT! IOX, 'LAtlOR AND UVE«HlAD-CONVERSI ON COST S • ,4 IX , F10.0 //)
62 71 FORMAT!IX,'REFINING l)tPT-WURK-IN-PHOCESS',42X,riO.O)
63 72 FORMAT! IOX,•PLTNDlMG l)EPT-MJKK-I N-PI’OCCSS',47X,F 10.0 //)
64 73 FORMAT!IX,'REFINING D!PT-Wl'PK-1 N-PROCC SS',42X,F10.0)
65 74 FORMAT! IOX,'MATERIALS',67X,F10.0 //)
66 75 FORMAT! IX, 'REFINING DEPT-wORK-I N-Pkf.'CF SS' ,42X,F10.0)
67 76 FORMAT!IOX,'LABOR AND OVErtHEAU-CONVEKSI ON COSTS',4IX,F10.0 //)
68 77 FORMAT!IX,'FINISHED GOODS',57X,F10.0)
69 78 FORMAT! IOX, 'RIFININC, DEP T-WORK-1N-PROCE SS',47X,F 10.0)
C INITIAL DEPARTMENT - PLCNDING
70 * READI5, 10)S!PB,UTS,UTC,WIPE,PC8I.PCEI





. 76 PCCUCC = WII>n*PCCI
77 EUPCC=UTC+PFC1JCC
78 TCHPn = CMOI+CUNBI
79 TCUhCT=C.MCC*CONCC
80 TCAF= TCWI PiJ«-TCURC T




as f;u c :\a t = t o t c m / e u p m
86 EUCCC=TOTCC/EUPCC
87 T EL'C= FUCM AT + EUCCC
C SUMMARY OF COSTS
88 UNTC=UIC* TEUC




















110 KKITfc(6,?9)TCURC T tCMCC•CONCC






117 WR I T C (6, 3(»)
118 W«lTE(6,37)CWtPFM
119 WRITF (6,3 0)C W p E CC
120 WRITl(61 39)TCWI PE
121 WP ITc 16190)TUTCAF
C SECOND 01 PARTHtNT-REFINING
122 REAP,I 5, 10)KwP9,RUTI,RUTC,RWPF,PRBI tPREl
123 READ!5,91)TlCn,RC0NB>RCCH,RCUNCC
129 t icc=smc
125 r ua f=r wp b»iuti
126 Z RIJ AF =R UTC +PWPC
127 IFIRUAF.ME.7RUAF)WRIT£(6tl2)RUAF » ZKUAF
128 RFPTI=RUTC*RWPC
129 PEPM=RUTC
130 PRWPE =Rii'P E*PRE I
131 PEPf.C=iillTC*PRWPE




136 TOMC = f»CCM
137 TORCC=PCUNB*RCONCC
138 Z TUC4F= TOTIC + TOMCeTORCC
139 IT(H TOCAF.NE.ZTOCAFIWRITE(6,13)RTOCAF,ZTOCAF-
190 REUCT=TfiTIC/REPTI
191 R EUCM = TUR.C/REPM
192 R EUCC=TOPCC/K£pCC
193 RT£UC=RFUCTtKEi.JCM*REUCC
C SUMMARY OF COSTS
199 RUCOK=Rl)TC * RTEUC
195 R T ICS=R WPF * KEUCT
196 RCON'C S= PPWPE * REUCC

















163 WRITEI6,53IT0CC,TlCC»RCCfJ,KC0NCC164 WRITE 16,54)RTOCAF,TOTIC,TOMC.T0RCC




169 WR 11F 16 ,59)HUCOM
170 WRITE(6,60)








178 K? ITEI 6,64)C^CC
179 WRITE(6,69)CONCC
180 WRITE(6,70)CONCC
181 U R I Tb ( 6 , 71ILINTC
182 W$ITF(6,72)UNTC
183 WRITE(6.731KCCM
184 W RI T F 16 ,7 4 ) KC C M
185 WRITE(6,75 IPCONCC
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CHAPTER V
PROCESS COST SYSTEM WITH STANDARD COSTS 
AND VARIANCE ANALYSIS
Standard Cost in a Process Cost System 
A study in the development and utilization of standard 
costing enables a student to better appreciate planning and 
control in financial management. Standard costing fosters 
an understanding of budgeting techniques, measurements of 
performance and related control practices available to the 
financial manager. Establishing standards becomes an edu­
cational process that affords insights into production, 
cost behavior and fiscal planning. Equipped with a back­
ground in standard costing techniques and procedures, a 
student will be in a better position to schedule and control 
the productive operation and financial affairs of a company.
Process costing blends well with standard costs be­
cause of the mass production characteristics in the system. 
Meaningful standards, physical and costs, can more easily be 
established for a process which is of a continuous and repeti 
tive nature because these activities form a pattern of 
behavior that facilitate physical and cost measurements.
Cost trends and physical consumption statistics enable the 
accountants and engineers to design guidelines for production 
control that allows for normal shrinkage, waste and spoilage 
within the production processes.
Standard costs not only afford better planning and con­
trol information, they also eliminate recomputation of average 
unit costs after cash purchase or period of time as in weight­
ed average costing or separate costing for successive lots of 
merchandise under the fifo and lifo cost methods. Economics 
also accrue from reduced clinical costs through the use of 
standard costs. A company can maintain inventory records on 
a physical quantity basis and issue materials at standard 
costs. Thus, standard costing can promote more effective 
planning and control practices while offering opportunities 
for streamlining an accounting system.
Development of a Process Cost System 
Based on Standard Costs 
The Scott Aluminum Company, a hypothetical aluminum pro­
ducer, will be utilized to structure the standard cost process 
system and provide the cost process system and provide the 
input data for the computerized program. The Scott Company 
operates a processing operation that requires two departments 
- a processing department and a finishing department.
Standards for each department are segmented into materials, 
labor, variable overhead and fixed overhead. In addition, a 
flexible overhead budget is formulated for each department 
with an identification for normal capacity and a range of 
production levels below and above this normal operating level. 
These flexible overhead budgets for the company are depicted 
in Exhibit 5-1.
EXHIBIT 5-1









labor hours 8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000
Variable factory 
overhead §16,000 §20,000 §24,000 §28,000
Fixed factory 
overhead 30.000 30,000 30,000 30,000
Total factory 
overhead §46,000 §50,000 §54,000 §58,000
FINISHING DEPARTMENT 





labor hours 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000
Variable factory 
overhead 12,000 15,000 18,000 21,000
Fixed factory 
overhead 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000
Total factory 
overhead §33,000 §36,000 §39,000 §42,000
The standard overhead rates for each budget are based 
on direct labor hours at normal operating capacity. For the 
processing department, the standard cost for the variable 
overhead rate is §2.00 per direct hour (§24,000/12,000 hrs.) 
at an output level of 3,000 units of production. The finish­
ing department has a variable overhead rate of §3.00 per 
direct labor hour (§18,000/6,000 hrs.) at an output level of 
3,000 units of production and a fixed overhead rate of §3.50 
per direct labor hour (§21,000/6,000 hrs.) at 3>000 units of 
production. The material and labor unit costs along with these 
overhead rates are illustrated in Exhibit 5-2. These costs 
standards represent the planning and control tools used in 
analyzing the production costs and operations of Scott Aluminum 
Company.
Production activity for the month of June, 19XX is de­
tailed in Exhibit 5-3 for the processing department and in 
Exhibit 5-4 for the finishing department. These production 
reports provide the basic information on the monthly physical 
output along with the actual costs incurred during the month. 
Given this information, a production report can be developed 
for each department that reflects standard costs of production 
as well as variances from these standards. This complete pro­
duction report, including physical flow, standard costs and 
variance analysis for each department, is the end product of 
the process cost program in Exhibit 5-6.
EXHIBIT 5-2
SCOTT ALUMINUM COMPANY 
Standard Unit Costs




MATERIALS $1.50a $ 4.50
DIRECT LABOR 3.50b 14.00
FIXED OVERHEAD 2.50C 10.00
VARIABLE OVERHEAD 2.00° 8.00
TOTAL UNIT COSTS— PROCESSING DEPARTMENT $36.50
FINISHING DEPARTMENT STANDARD COSTS
PER UNIT
ITEM COST
MATERIALS $1.00D $ 2.00
DIRECT LABOR 4.00e 8.00
FIXED OVERHEAD 3.50f 7.00
VARIABLE OVERHEAD 3.00F 6.00
TOTAL COSTS ADDED IN FINISHING DEPARTMENT 23.00
TRANSFERRED-IN COSTS FROM PROCESSING DEPARTMENT 36.50
TOTAL UNIT COSTS - FINISHING DEPARTMENT 59.50
STANDARDS ESTABLISHED PER UNIT PRODUCED:
^hree units of raw material per unit produced.
BFour direct labor hours per unit produced.
cBased on direct labor hours (12,000 hours For 3,000 units) 
with four direct labor hours employed for each unit pro­
duced.
DTwo units of raw rtiaterial per unit produced.
ETwo direct labor hours per unit produced.
* Based on direct labor hours (6,000 hours For 3,000 units) 
with two direct labor hours employed for each unit pro­
duced.
EXHIBIT 5-3 
. SCOTT ALUMINUM COMPANY 
PROCESSING DEPARTMENT 
Production Report 
For the Month Ended May 31, 197X
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES PHYSICAL FLOW EQUIVALENT UNITS OVERHEAD
Work-in-process, beginning 
Units started




MATERIALS LABOR FIXED VARIABLE
Units completed:
























ACTUAL COSTS AND QUANTITIES TOTAL MATERIAL LABOR OVERHEAD
TOTAL ACTUAL COSTS
ACTUAL ITEM COSTS PER EQUIVALENT UNIT 

















SCOTT ALUMINUM COMPANY 
FINISHING DEPARTMENT 
Production Report 
the Month Ended May 31, 197X
PRODUCTION
QUANTITIES PHYSICAL FLOW EQUIVALENT UNITS OVERHEAD










inventory 1,200 1,200 300 300 300 300
From current
production 2,100 2,100 2,100 2,100 21100 2,100
Work-in-process Aends 1,000(1/2) 1,000 500 500 500 500
4,300 4,300 2,900 2,900 2,900 2,900
ercentage completion applies to all cost elements: materials, labor, fixed overhead
and variable overhead.
EXHIBIT 5-4 (CONTINUED)





MATERIAL LABOR FIXED VARIABLE
TOTAL ACTUAL COSTS
ACTUAL ITEM COSTS PER 
EQUIVALENT UNIT 











Computerized Process Cost System With 
Standard Costs and Variances 
The process cost system employing standard cost measure­
ments is developed for the computer program illustrated in 
Exhibit 5-6. This program accepts inputs of standard costs 
and actual costs for expenditure categories of the two depart­
ments: transferred-in; materials; labor; fixed overhead and 
variable overhead. In addition, it identifies the physical 
flow for each department along with the specific time period 
covered by the production report. Variance calculations are 
performed during the program processing with the monetary vari­
ances and percentage variances included in the final report. 
Therefore, the design of this process cost system provides a 
comprehensive analysis of the production operations of the 
Scott Aluminum Company.
Exhibit 5-5 gives a complete listing of the input vari­
ables along with the corresponding production data and cost 
values for the Scott Aluminum Company. The student must 
supply identifications for these variables in determining his 
solution of a specific process cost problem. Most process 
cost problems based on standard costs can be prepared for 
acceptance into this computerized process cost system and a 









Work-in-process, beginning* WPB 800
Units Started USTD 2,900
Units completed - beginning inventory UCBI 800
Units completed - current production UCCP 2,300





Units of material - ACTUAL UMAT 8,200
Labor hours - ACTUAL HCAB 11,000
STANDARDS— COSTS AND QUANTITIES
Unit cost of materials UCMT $1.50
Equivalent unit cost of materials EUMT 4.50
Unit cost of direct labor UDL 3.50
Equivalent unit cost of direct labor EUDL 14.00
Unit cost of fixed overhead UFO 2.50
Equivalent unit cost of fixed overhead EUFO 10.00
Unit cost of variable overhead UVO 2.00
Equivalent unit cost of variable overhead EUVO 8.00
Standard cost per equivalent unit SCUE 36.50
Budgeted fixed cost at standard BFCS 30,000
Standard units of raw material per unit SMUT 3
Standard hours of direct labor per unit SDLUT 4
ACTUAL COSTS
Total cost of materials PAMC $13,120
Unit cost of materials PUCM 1.60
Total cost of direct labor PALC 36,300
Unit cost of direct labor PUCL 3.30
Total cost of fixed overhead PAFO 29,000
Unit cost of fixed overhead PUFO 10.36
EXHIBIT 5-5 (CONTINUED)
ACTUAL COSTS VARIABLE AMOUNT
Total cost of variable overhead FAVO 21,840
Unit cost of variable overhead PUVO 7.80




Work-in-process, beginning FWPB 1,200
Units transferred-in UT.I 3,100
Units completed - beginning inventory BIUC 1,200
Units completed - current production CPUC 2,100
Work-in-process, end FWPE 1,000
Work-in-process, percentage completion, 
beginning FPWB 75%
Work-in-process, percentage completion, 
end FPWE 50%
Units of material - ACTUAL FUTM 5,600
Labor hours - ACTUAL FLH 5,850
STANDARD— COSTS AND QUANTITIES
Unit cost of materials FCM $1.00
Equivalent unit cost of materials EFCM 2.00
Unit cost of direct labor FDLC 4.00
Equivalent unit cost of direct labor EFDLC 8.00
Unit cost of fixed overhead FUFO 3.50
Equivalent unit cost of fixed overhead EFFO 7.00
Unit cost of variable overhead FUVO 3.00
Equivalent unit cost of variable
overhead FEVO 6.00
Standard cost per equivalent unit FSEU 59.50
Budgeted fixed cost FBFC 21,000
Standard units of raw material per unit FSMUT 2
Standard hoiirs of direct labor per unit FSDLU 2
ACTUAL COSTS
Total costs transferred-in FAT I $156,950
Unit cost of transferred-in units FUTI 36.50
Total cost of materials FAMC 6,160
Unit cost of materials FUMC 1.10
Total cost of direct labor FALC 23,985
Unit cost of direct labor FULC 4.10
Total cost of fixed overhead FAFO 23,000
Unit cost of fixed overhead FAUF 7.93
Total cost of variable overhead FAVO 18,850
Unit cost of variable overhead FAUV 6.50
Budgeted fixed cost based on actual FBFCA 21,000
The program output encompasses a production report based 
on standard costs with physical unit flows and a variance analy 
sis of production costs. Combined journal entries, that 
record the costs incurred and variances from standard costs in 
a single entry, are given for each cost category by departments 
This provides the vehicle for entering the production activity 
into the accounting system. The report and variance analysis 
represent the basic information for the student to use in 
evaluating the production operations and efficiency of Scott 
Aluminum Company.
Several alternatives are available in these areas of 
cost accounting, for example, direct costing, price-level 
adjustment, seasonal variations and spoilage or waste produc­
tion considerations. Some cf the possible variations are 
discussed in Chapter IV related to the process cost system 
based on historical costs. Standard costing opens additional 
avenues for statistical analysis (i.e., "t" test, chi-Square, 
Runs test'*') of monetary and percentage variances which can 
provide a more sophisticated review of production management
■̂paul G. Hoel. Introduction to Mathematical Statistics 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1954), 2nd Ed., pp. 293- 
299.
efficiency and utilization of materials, manpower, and 
facilities. As in the prior chapters, the possibilities are 
limited only by the imagination and ingenuity of the students 
and the professors.
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c EXHISIT 5-6
c SCOTT ALUMINUM COMPANY
c PROGRAM FOR PRUCFSS COST SYSTEM WITH STANDARO COSTS
c A G °ETR IE DISSERTATION
0001 10 F0RMATI5F4.0,2F3.2,2F5.01
0002 11 FURMAT!9F4.2,F5.0,2F2.0)
0303 12 FURHA1 !4(F5.0,F4.2) ,F5.0)
0004 13 FORMAT!IX,2F15.0,‘UNITS ACCOUNTED FOR UNEQUAL*»





0010 31 F0FMATI44X,'SCOTT ALUMINUM COMPANY* //>
0311 32 FORMAT!45X,* PRDCF SSING DEPARTMENT')
0012 33 FCKMATI 37X, * PKIJDUC T ION KFPORT AT STANDARD COSTS')
0013 34 FFIRMATt 39X, 'FOR THC MONTH ENOCO MAY 31, 19XX* //I
0014 35 FORMAT! 79X, 'FOllIVALEM UNITS* 1
0015 36 FORMAT!97X,'UVFRHrAO*)
0316 37 FORMAT( IX,*QIJANTITIFS*32X,*PHYSICAL FLOW*,7X,»MATER IALS**7X. 
1 •L A80R• , IX,'FIXED*,7X,•VAR IABLE* 1
0017 38 FnRMATlSX.'WUkK-lN-PROClSS, BEGINNING',12X,FU.O)
0018 •39 FORMAT! 5X, 'UNI IS STAR TFO' ,25X ,F8 .0 /)
0019 40 FUP.MAT ! 5X , MJNI TS TO PE ACCOUNTED F'Jk* , 1 3X , F8.0 /)
0020 41 FORMAT! IX, 'UNI TS CllMPLCTED*)
0021 42 FOFMATi 5X,* FROM ItCGINNING INVENTORY*,14X.F8.0,12X,F6.0,10X,F5.0, 
1 7X,f5.0,«X,F5.0)
0022 43 FORMAT!5X,'FROM CURRENT PRODUCT ION*,15X,F«.0,12X,F6.0,10X,F5.0, 
1 7X,F5.0,3X,F5.0 >
0023 44 FORMAT!IX,'WORK-IN-PROCrSS,END',23X,F0.0,12X,F6.0,10X.F5.0,7X, 
1 F5.0,8X,r5.0 /)
0024 45 FORMAT!5X,•UNITS ACCOUNTED FOR* , 19X.F8.0•12X.F6.0,10X,F5.0,7X, 
1 F5.0,HX,F5.0 //I
0025 46 FORMAT!IX,'COST BREAKDOWNS' /)
0026 47 FORMAT!97X,'OVFRHEAO*)
0027 48 FORMAT!IX,'COSTS*,43X,•TOTAL S',11X,•MATER IALS*,7X,•LABOR*,7X, 
1 'FIXF0*,7X,'VARIABLE' /)
0028 49 FORMAT!5*»•BEGINNING INVENTORY*,20X , •t*,F8.0,10X,•S',F7.0,6X,•*•, 
1 F7.0,4X,'V*,F7.0,6X,*4*,F7.0 I
0029 50 FORMAT!5X,'CURRENT STANDARD COSTS',18X,F8.0,1IX,F7.0,7X,F7.0,5X* 
1 F7.0,6X,F0.0 /)
0030 51 FORMAT!5X, 'TOTAL COSTS',27X,*S* ,F9.0,9X,* S',FR.O,6X,•$•,F8.0,3X, 
1 't',FB.O,5K,'S',FR.O /)
0031 52 FORMAT!IX,'STANDARD COST PER EQUIVALENT UN IT•,10X,•S',F7.2,11X, 
I 'S',F6.2,?X,,F6.?,5X,• ,F6.2,7X,«S' ,F6.2'//)
0032 53 FORMAT! IX, • SUMMARY (IF COSTS*/J
0033 54 FORMAT!IX,*UNITS COMPLETED-',F5.0,22X,'S',F8.0 /)
0034 55 FORMAT!IX,'WORK-IN-PROCESS,END-',F5.0)
0035 56 FORMAT!5X,'MATERIALS' ,30X,'S'iFO.O)
0036 57 FORMAT! 5X, • LAIiUR • , 36X,F R.0)
•0037 58 FORMAT!5X,'FIXL0 OVFRHEAO*,?6X,F8.0)
0338 59 FORMAT!5X,*VARIABLE OVFPHCA')*,23X,F8.0)
0039 60 FORMAT!5X,'TOTAL COST OF WORK-IN-PROCcSS*,10X,•S',FB.O /I
0040 61 FORMAT!IX,'TOTAL COSTS ACCOUNTED FOR*,17X,•*•,F9.0 //I
0041 62 FORMAT!46X,'VARIANCE ANALYSIS FOR CURRENT PRODUCTION* /)
0042 63 FORMAT161X,'VARIANCES')
0043 . 64 FORMAT!30X,'PRICE CR•,6X,'OUAUTITY OR',22X ,*BUDGET•)
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I 4X,'EFFICIENCY 0/0*,5X,•CAPACITY 0/0',6X,'NET 0/0* I
66 FORMAT!IX,'PRIME COSTS*1
67 FORMAM5X,'MATERIAL S't16X,'»'lF5.0,F6.2,5Xf'*',F5.0,F6.2,56X,'*'f 
1 F9.0.F6.2)
68 FOR MAT!5X,'LABOR', 19X,F7.0,F6.2,4X,F7.0,F6.2,57X,F8.0,F6.2 /J







73 F0RMATI5X,‘TOTAL OVFKHEAO VARIANCES•.33X,•S‘,F8.0,10X.•»•. F8.0,
1 9X,'S',Fb.0,7X,‘J'.fB.O /I
•74 FORMAT!IX,‘TOTAL NFT VAR IANCES',94X,•S*F9.0 //)
75 FORMAT!IX,'CHECK GF TOTAL MET VARIANCE* /I 
. 76 FORMAT!5X,'ACTUAL COST PER EQUIVALENT UNIT', 9X, •S',F10.6)
77 FORMAT!SX,•STANDARD COST PER EQUIVALENT UNIT', 8X.F10.6)
79 FORMAT!L5X,'VARIANCE PFP UNIT*,14X,F10.6 //)
79 FGRMA1(5X,'UNIT VAR IANCF•,5X ,'UN ITS PRODUCED*,5X,'NET VARIANCE' /)
80 FORMAT!4X,F10.6,6X,'X',4X,F7.0,7X,'=',4X,'S',F 7.0)
100 FORMAT! 101)
101 TllRMAT( 63X, • SCUTT ALUMINUM COMPANY' //)
fo2 FORMAT I 54X,'FI Ml SHINC DEPARTMENT')
103 FORMAT ( 4 7X, • PRODUCT ION KF.POP.T AT STANDARD CUSTS')
104 FORMAT(49X,•FOR THE MONTH ENDED MAY 31, 19XX', //)
1C5 F0PMAT136X,'EQUIVALENT UNITS')
106 F0RMAT!60X,'TRANSFERP!D-IN',41X,'UVERHEA0')
107 FORMAT!IX,'QUANTITIES',29X,'PHYSICAL FLOW', 1IX,'COSTS',12X,
1 'MATERIALS',7X,'LA8QR',7X,'FIXED',7X,•VAPIABLE•)
108' FORMAT!6X,•wORK-IN-PkUCESS,OEGINNING',10X,F8.0)
109 FORMAT! 5X,'TRANSFERRfcD-IN',21X,Ftl.0 /)
110 FORMAT(6X,'UNITS TO PE ACCOUNTED FOR',10X,F8.0 /)
111 FORMAT!IX, 'UMTS COMPLETED')
112 FORMAT ! 5X , • FRO" BEGINNING INVF.NTUKY* , 11 X ,F 8.0, 13X.F6.0,14X,F6.0,
1 8X,F6.0,6X,F6.0,7X,r6.0)
113 FORMAT! 5X,'.FROM CURPI NT PRODUCTIUN',12X,F8.0,13X,F6.0,14X.F6.0,
1 8X,F6.0,6X,F6.n,7X,F6.0)
114 FORMAT! IX, •WORK-IN-PKGCCSS, END' • 20X ,F b . 0 ,1 3X , F6.0 , 14X ,F 6. 0, 8X ,
I F6.0,hX,F6.0,7X,r6.0 /)
115 FORMAT1 SX,' UNI TS ACCtilJNTFD FOR• , 16X,r8.0,12X,F7.0,13X ,F7.0,7X,
1 F7.0,5X,F7.0,6X,F7.0 //)
116 FOkMAT! IX,'COST r>RE AXDQWNS* /)
117 FOPMAH60X,' TRANSFC-PPED-IN' , 41 X, • OVERHEAD' )
118 FOPMAT(IX,'COSTS',37X,'1UTALS*,15X,'COSTS',12X,•MATER I ALS*,7X,
1 'LA8UR',7X,'FIXED',7X , •VAPI ABLE• /)
119 FOPMAT! 5X, •BEGINNING INVEMTOPY' , 1 7X , • J • , F7 .0 , 12X, • S • , FB. 0, 10X , • S • ,
1 F7.0*7X,'$',F7.0«5X,'$',F7.0«7X,'S*,F7.0)
120 FORMATISX,'CURRENT STANDARD COSTS•,15X,F7.0,13X.F8.0,1IX,F7.0,8X,
1 F7.0,6X,F7.0,HX,F7.0 /)
121 F0RMATI5X,'TOTAL COST S'.24X,•$•,FQ.D,12X,•$•,F8.0, 9X,'S'.FB.0.6X,
1 'S',F8.Q»4X»'S**F8.Q,6X,'t',FR.O /)
122 FORMAT!IX,•STANDARD COST PER EQUIVALENT UNIT•,7X,•S',F6.2,13X,•S',
1 F7.2»11X,'S',F6.2,8X,'$',F6.2»6X,'S*,F6.?,8X,'S',F6.2 //)
123 FORMAT!IX,'SUMMARY OF COSTS' /)
124 F0P.MATI1X, 'UNITS COMPLETED-'. F5.0,17X,•S',F8. 0 /)
125 FORMATUX, 'WORK-IN-PROCESS, END-' ,F5.0)
126 FORMAT I5X,•TRANSFERRED-IN—COST S' ,14X,'1*,F8.0)
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00B7 127 FOPKATI5X,'MAT[RIALS' .26X,f 8.0)
0088 128 FORMAT!SX.'LAHCP',30X,FH.0>
0089 129 F OF-MAT!5X»'FIXED OVERHEAD' ,21X,Ffl.O)
0090 130 FORMAT(5X F'VAR IAELE OVERHEAD*,IBX.FR.O)
0091 131 F0KMATI5X,'TOTAL COST OF WORK-IN-PPCCFSS•5X,•S',T8.0 /)
0092 132 FORMAT!IX,'TOTAL COSTS ACCOUNTED FOP•,12X, , F9.0 //)
0093 133 F0PMATI46X,'VARIANCE ANALYSIS FOR CURRENT PRODUCTION* /)
0094 134 Fnk.MAT(61*, 'VARIANCES')
0095 135 FORMAT!JOX,'PRICE OR • ,9X , 'OUANTI TY OR' , 22X , • EVJDGFT • )
0096 136 FORMAT! 32*. 'RATE 0/0 • ,6 X, • F FT IC I-ENC Y 0/0', 5X, • SPENDING 0/0', 
5X,'EFFICIENCY 0/0*,5X,•CAPACITY 0/0',5X,'NCT 0/0*I
0097 137 FORMAT!IX,'PRIMF COSTS')
0098 136 FORMAT! 5X, '.MATERIAL S' , 1 5X, • t • ,F6. 0»F6. 2, 8X ,' *• ,F6.0,F6.2,56X, • S' , 
F6.0,F6.2)
0099 139 FORMAT!5X,•LABOR*,19X,F7.0,F6.2,9X,F6.0,F6.2,57X,F6.0,r6.2 /)
0100 140 FORMAT!5X,•TOTAL PRIME COSTS',6X,'t',F7.0,12X,'S',FB.O,6lX,'S», 
F7.0 /)
0101 141 FORMAT!IX,'OVERHEAD')
0102 142 FORMAT!5X,*F IXED*,57X,'E',F7.0,F6.2,6X,'1',F6.0,F6.2,3X,•S',F7.0. 
F6.2,IX,'S',E7.0,F6.2)
0103 143 FORMAT I 5X, 'VAR I A8LF. • , 55X ,F7. 0.E6.2 , 6X , F7 . 0, F6 . 2, 5X , F6. 0, F6 .2, 3X, 
F6.0.F6.2 /)
0104 144 FORMAT!5X,'TOTAl OVERHEAD VARIANCES',38X,•S•,F7.0,1IX,•t',F7.0, 
9X,'l',F7.0,7X,'t',F7.0 /)
0105 145 FORMAT I IX,'TOTAL NET VARIANCES',97X,'t«,F8.0 //)
0106 146 FORMAT!IX,'CHECK OF TOTAL NET VARIANCES' />
0107 147 F0HMAT15X,'ACTUAL COST PF.R EQUIVALENT UNIT', 9 X , • * • , F 10.6)
0108 148 F0KMUI5X, 'STANDARD COST PF R EQUIVALENT UNIT', SX,F10.6)
0109 149 FORMAT! 15X,'VARIANCE PER UNIT•,I4X,F10.6 //)
0110 150 FORM ATI5X,'UNIT VARIANCfc•,5X,'UNITS PRODUCED'»5X,•NET VARIANCE* /)
0111 151 FORMAT!4X,F9.6,6X,'X',4X,F7.0,7X,• = ',4X,' $•,F7.0)
0112 200 FORMAT!IH1)
0113 201 FORMAT!27X,'JOURNAL ENTRIES' ///)
0114 202 FORMAT { 5X ,' wlJR K-I N-PR CCESS- PRUCE SS I NEi* ,28X,' S' ,F10.0)
0115 203 FORMAT! 5X,'MATERIAL PRICE VARI ANLE-PRUCESSING*,2IX,F10.0)
0116 204 FORMAT! 15X,'MATERIAL OUANTITY VARIANCE-PROCESStNG',19X,•S',FIO.O)
0117 205 F(!k'*AT! 15X,' RAW -MATE R I AL S' ,44X , F 10.0 //>
0118 206 FORMAT! 5X, 'W'JP.K-IN-PROCESS-PROCESSING' ,29X,F10.0)
0119 207 FORMAT!15X,'DIRECT LAHOK RATE VARiANCE-PROCESSINC',20X,F10.0)
0120 208 FOR«ATi 15X,'DIPECT LAP.UP IFFICIENCY VAR I ANCE-PROCESS INC* 14X , F 10.0)
0121 209 FORMAT! 15X,'ACCPUED P AY»l]LL • ,42 X, F 10. 0 //)
0122 210 FORMAT! 5X, • WORK-1 N-PHUCESS-PPUCb SS INC.' ,29X,FIO.O)
0123 211 FORMAT! 5X,'MFG. EXPF.NSES-CAPACITY VAR IANCE-PROCFSSING',13X,F10,0)
0124 212 FORMAT!15X,•MFG. CXPENSFS-FFFICIENCY VAR IANCE-PROCESSING'13XF10.0)
0125 213 FORMAT! 1SX ,' MFG. LXPENSES-SPEND ING VAR! ANE.F-PROCESS ING' , t5X,F 10. 0)
0126 214 FORMAT!15X,'MFG. EXPENSES CONTROL•,36X,F10.0 //)
0127 215 FORMAT! 5X<•WORK-IN-PKOCESS-FINIS"I NO’, JOX ,FIO.O)
0128 216 FORMAT!ISX,'WORK-IN-PRUCC5S-PRDCESSINC,3 I X,FI 0.0 //)
0129 217 FORMAT! 5X,'WORK-1N-PPUCESS-FINI SUING',30X,F10.0)
0130 218 FORMAT! 5X,'MATERIAL I’RICC VAH I ANCE-F IN 1 SUINC.* ,22X,F lOiO)
0131 219 FnR.MAT!15X,'MATER IAL QUANTITY VARIANCE-FINISHING*,21X,FIO.O!
0132 220 FORMAT! 15X, 'RAW MATEP. 1 ALS• ,44X,F 10.0 //)
0133 221 FORMAT! 5X,'WORK-IN-PKOCESS-FIN I SUING•,30X,FIO.O)
0134 222 FORMAT! 5X,'DIRECT LABUR RATE VAR IANCF-FINISHING',19X,F10.0)
0135 2 23 FORMAT! 5X,'DIRECT LABOR EFFICIENCY VAR IANCE-FINISHING*,13X,F10.0)
0136 22 4 FORMAT!15X,'ACCRUED PAYROLL•,42X,F10.0 //)
0137 225 FORMAT! 5X,•RJRK-IN-PROCESS-FINI SUING*,30X,FIO.O)
0138 226 FORMAT! 5X, • MFG. EXPENSES-SPENDING VARIANCE-FINISHING',14X,FIO.O)
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0139 227 FORMAT! 5X,'MFG. FXPCNSFS-EFFICIEMCV VAR IANCC-FIN ISMING'12X,F10.0)
0140 228 FORM ATI 5X,'MFG. EXPFNSES-C4PACITY VARI ANCF-FINISHING*. l^X.F 10.0)
0141 229 FORMAT!15X,'MFG. EXPENSES CONTROL•,36X,FIO.O //)
0142 230 FORMAT! 5X,'FINISHED GOODS',41X,F10.0)
0143 231 FORMAT! 15X, 'viOP.K-I N-PROCESS-FINISHI NG' , 32X ,F 10.01
C PROCESSING OEPAPTMENT
0144 R FAD!5■10IWPB.USTO*UCBI,UCCR,WPE.PWPP,PrfPfc,UMAT,HLAO
0145 R EA0I5,11IUCMT,EUMT,UOL,EUDL,UFO,EUFO.UVO.EUVO.SCEU,BFCS,SMUT, 
ISDLiJT
0146 R tADl 51 12 ) PAMC • PUCM.PALC . PUCL > PAFCt PUFQ.PAVG.PUVO. BFCA
0147 l) TAF = 'n°B + USTD
0148 U AF =:JCB I+ UCC P +WPF
0149 IF!;jTAF.NE.UAFIWRITE!6,13JUTAF.UAF
0150 fphi=ucbi*!l.oo-pwpa)
0151 EPE I = v!PE*PWPE







0159 . CFCjni = WPn*PWPB*EUFn
0160 CVriR!=WP3*P2PB*EUV0
0161 TSC31 =CMtl I+CLrt IFCHOBI+CVOBI
0162 SCMAT=CUMT*EUPM
0163 SCLAil = EUDL«FUPL
0164 SCFO = FUF()«EPFO0165 scvn=FtJvo*npvo
0166 T SDC = SCMAT+SCLAP + SCF04SCVO
0167 EHUSEU'IT +Fl)JL*EUF0 + EUV0
0168 I F( EWU. NE . SCEU ) ViKITE I 6. 14) EMU. SCEU
0169 TMAT = SCXAT+CM3I
0170 TLAR = sr.LAR*CLBI
0171 TF<J = SCF(HCFOBI
0172 TVO*SCVO*CVOBI
0173 TCTAF = TSf)C*TSCRI




0177 CV!PL = CPEI*F'JOL
0178 CWPFf)=EPE I*E'IFO '
0179 C KP VO = E P F I * E UV 0





0134 SMP = U.VAT*UCMT
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PRODUCTION REPORT AT STANDARD COSTS 




UNITS TO BE ACCOUNTEO FOR
UNITS COMPLETED
FROM BEGINNING INVENTORY 









































































S 8 .0 0
I<
I




















0/0 EFFICIENCY 0/0 CAPACITY 0/0 NET
520.
-2900.










1 . 0 0
0.98
2000.0. 1.071.00 1000.-560.
TOTAL OVERHEAD VARIANCES 
TOTAL NET VARIANCES
* -1160. $ -600. S 2000. S 660.
* -I960.
CHECK OF TOTAL NCT VARIANCE
ACTUAL COST PFR EQUIVALENT UNIT * 35.809952
STANDARD COST PFR EQUIVALENT UNIT 36.500000
VARIANCE PER UNIT -0.690063
UNIT VARIANCE UNITS PRODUCED NET VARIANCE













UNITS TO dE ACCOUNTED FOR
UNITS CCMPLETED
FROM BEGINNING INVENTORY 

















TOTAL COST CF WORK-IN-PROCESS
FINISHING DEPARTMENT 
PRODUCTION REPORT AT STANDARO COSTS 
FOR THE MONTH ENDEO MAY 31, 19XX
EQUIVALENT UNITS
TRANSF ERRED-IN OVERHEAD
PHYSICAL FLOW COSTS MATERIALS LABOR ' FIXED VARIABLE





















4300. 4300. 2900. 2900. 2900. 2900.
TRANSFERRED-IN OVERHEAD
TOTALS COSTS MATERIALS LABOR FIXED VARIABLE
$ 64500. $ 43000. S IBOO. $ 7200. $ 6300. * 5400.
179850. 113150. 5800. 23200. 20300. 17400.
& 244350. t 156950. S 7600. . S 30400. i  26600. $ 22800.








TOTAL COSTS ACCOUNTED FOR $ 244350.















































CHECK OF TOTAL NET VARIANCES
ACTUAL COST PER EQUIVALENT UNIT S 61.324799
STANDARD COST PER EQUIVALENT UNIT 59.500000
VARIANCE PER UNIT 1.824799
UNIT VARIANCE UNITS PRODUCEO NET VARIANCE . 









MATERIAL OUANTITY VARIANCE-PROCESSING 
RAW MATERIALS
WORK-IN-PROCESS-PROCESSING
DIRECT LABOR RATE VARIANCE-PROCESSING
01RFCT LABOR EFFICIENCY VARIANCE-PROCESSING
ACCRUED PAYROLL
WORK-IN-PROCESS-PROCESSING
MFG. EXPENSES-CAPAC ITY VARIANCE-PROCESSING
MFG. EXPENSES-EFFICIENCY VAR IANCE-PROCESSING 






MATERIAL QUANTITY VARIANCE-FINISHING 
RAW MATERIALS
WORK-IN-PROCESS-FINISHING 
DIRECT LA30R RATE VARIANCE-FINISHING 
DIRCCT LABOR EFFICIENCY VARIANCE-FINISHING 
ACCRUED PAYROLL
WORK-IN-PROCESS-FINISHING
MFG. EXPENSES-SPENDING VARIANCE-FINISHING 
MFG. EXPENSES-PFFICIENCY VARIANCE-FINISHING 



































COMPUTERIZED MATRIX ADAPTATIONS TO ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS
The sections of Chapter VI are designed in case form 
with a statement of the problem accompanied by an approach to 
the solution of each case. After the approach is organized, 
a computerized program is provided for the solution and analy­
sis of the problem. Financial accounting is given more atten­
tion in this chapter in order to achieve a better balance 
between the cost applications and financial applications avail­
able to the professor. There is a high correlation between 
financial and cost accounting techniques and procedures that 
can be cultivated through the utilization of electronic data 
processing.
Each problem, of course, deals with a mathematical appli­
cation in accounting which lends itself to computerization.
The subjects covered are blended with matrix algebra to enhance 
the efficiency of solving these problems. Numerous avenues 
are opened in this chapter for increasing the implementation 
of computers in financial and cost analysis. The expansion is 
limited mainly by the depth of the students' accounting back­
ground and the ingenuity of both the student and the professor.
Several other areas of cost accounting and financial 
accounting can be integrated with electronic data processing 
to take advantage of the computer's capabilities. Systems 
flowcharting and documentation would be a satisfactory founda­
tion for adapting computerized programming to financial and 
cost problems. Of course, computer programming would be a 
valuable complement to systems design and flowcharting, but 
programming assistance can be utilized and implemented through 
adequately designed and flowcharted financial and cost ac­
counting systems. An understanding of programming functions 
such as FORTRAN or COBOL, even without a technical knowledge 
of languages or programming, can be an important supporting 
factor in systems design and implementation.
Matrix Solution to Sum-of-Years-Digits 
Method of Depreciation
Case Problem
The Erscott Company operates three lathes in their 
machine shops. Each lathe is being depreciated by the sum- 
of-years-digits method of depreciation. A schedule of the 
lathe costs, salvage values and useful lives are as follows:
COST SALVAGE VALUE USEFUL LIFE
MACHINE 1 $150,000 $30,000 10 years
MACHINE 2 $200,000 $50,000 10 years
MACHINE 3 $300,000 $30,000 10 years
The controller of the company needs a depreciation 
schedule for these three assets along with the total 
depreciation for each year. A summary of total depreciated 
cost for each machine will .complete the information for the 
company and provide a check on the depreciation computations.
Approach
A computer program can be employed to solve this 
and similar problems through the use of matrix algebra.
The cost of each machine can be arrayed in a vector called 
COST with three elements. XMAT (3 x 3) will serve as a 
complement to the.COST vector and enable the financial 
analyst to ascertain the depreciable cost for each component 
of machinery through depreciable cost percentages. The 
depreciable cost vector will be called DCOST. DCOST 
multiplied by an array of sum-of-years-digits factors, named 
SOYD, gives the depreciation array SUMAT which is printed out 
in EXHIBIT 6-1 using a three by ten matrix format. The 
yearly depreciation is depicted below the depreciation schedule
along with a summary of the total depreciated cost over the 
ten years for each lathe.*
A complete program for solving this depreciation pro­
ject is given in EXHIBIT 6-1. - The vector and matrix 
variables identified above are used in the program to arrive 
at solutions for the program printout.
Matrix Adaptation to Equity 
in Consolidations
Case Problem
One of the many problems posed by mergers or consoli­
dations is the solution of simultaneous equations for the 
determination of equities of the.consolidating companies as 
well as the number of shares to be received by each firm.
This situation becomes more complex when the merging companies 
own corresponding stock in each of the other merging firms.
With three or more companies involved, the equations present 
a complex network of ownership that is difficult to solve. 
However, the application of mathematical techniques to the 
solution of accounting problems has greatly assisted the 
accounting profession in these areas.
•^Adopted from A. Wayne Corcoran, Mathematical Appli- 
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A client of AGP & Co., Regal, Inc., has entered into 
an agreement with Savoy, Inc. and Dixie, Inc., for the merger 
of the three companies. Under the terms of the agreement, the 
stockholders of each constituent company are to receive a pro­
rata share of the capital stock of Nire Industries, Inc. The 
new corporation, Nire Industries, Inc., has authorized in its 
charter 1,000,000 shares of $5 par value common stock which 
will be distributed among the three merging corporations . 
based on the assets of each constituent company as of December 
31 of the previous year.
AGP & Co., has been retained to appraise the three 
companies to establish the reasonableness of the assets and 
related equities in the year-end financial statements of the 
respective corporations.
A review of Regal, Savoy and Dixie reveals that each 
corporation owns part of the common stock of the other two 
corporations. Management explains that these mutual owner­
ships were a result of the close relationships that have been
developed between the corporations over the past five years.
2The investments of the corporations are as follows:
2Based on Problem 15-16 - Harry Simons and Wilbert E. 
Karrenbrock. Advanced Accounting (Cincinnati, Ohio: South­






Investment in Savoy 15% $20,000
Investment in Dixie 15% 600,000
Savoy, Inc.
Investment in Regal 15% $300,000
Investment in Dixie 10% 350,000
Dixie, Inc.
Investment in Regal 5% $100,000
Investment in Savoy 5% 120,000
The audits and appraisals of the corporations have indicated









based on the following
19xx.






Regal, Inc. has engaged AGP & Co. to perform tdie pre- 
liminarywork and to determine the distribution of the stock 
of Nire Industries, Inc. The mathematical method best suited 
for solution of this case is the formulation of simultaneous 
linear equations which can be solved using matrix algebra.
This case has all the necessary prerequisites of a "pooling of 
interests" and should be handled on that basis.
Approach
A basic computer program can be used to invert the matrix 
developed from the equations based on ownership of the three 
corporations.3 The net assets for each firm must be ascertained 
and a set of equations determined from these computations along 
with the percentages of ownership shown in the schedule above. 
This step is illustrated in the following schedule:
Assets and.Investments:
Regal, Inc. Savoy, Inc. Dixie, Inc. Total
$3,000,000 $4,000,000 $7,000,000 $14,000,000
500,000 1,500,000 2,200,000 4,200,000
$2,500,000 $2,500,000 $4,800,000 $ 9,800,000
800,000 650,000 220,000 1,670,000













R = net assets of Regal plus its equity in Savoy and Dixie
S = net assets of Savoy plus.its equity in Regal and Dixie
D = net assets of Dixie plus its equity in Regal and Savoy
R = $1,700,000 + .15S + •15D
S = $1,850,000 + .15R + .10D
D « $4,580,000 + .05R _ .05S
R - ,15S = ,15D = $1,700,000
-•15R + S - ,10D = $1,850,000 
-.05R - ,05S + D = $4,580,000
Set Up for Matrix Solution;
1 - .15 - .15 R $1,700,000
-.15 1 .10 S 1,850,000
-.05 - .05 1 D 4,580,000
3Claude McMillan and Richard F. Gonzalez, Systems Analy 
sis (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1968), pp.
346-50.





Retained Earnings - 2,300,000
To record the merger of Regal, Inc., Savoy, Inc., and 
Dixie, Inc., into Nire Industries, Inc. as per agreement 
dated January xx, 19xx.
This would complete the engagement for merger of the 
three firms. The experience gained from this solution should 
enhance the student's understanding of matrix algebra and 
its applications to accounting problems.
Bonus and Tax Matrix Solution
Case Problem
Each year the auditors of the ECP Corporation are 
confronted with the problem of determining the accuracy of 
the liability for the bonus due the president as well as 
the liability for state and Federal income taxes. This year 
a review of the minutes of the Board of Directors reveals 
that on April 1, 19xx the board voted to pay the president a 
bonus of ten percent (10%) of the corporate net income after 
deducting both state and Federal income taxes.
The state income tax provisions provide that the net 
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excess of three thousand dollars ($3,000) at a rate of four 
percent (4%) after allowing a deduction for Federal income 
taxes due and payable for the year. The Federal income tax 
rate is twenty-two percent (22%) on the first $25,000 of net 
income and twenty-six (26%) on net income above $25,000.
In addition, a tax surcharge of ten percent (10%) of the 
Federal income tax liability is assessed for the year.
Net income of the ECP Corporation for the year is 
$27*770. The auditing firm wants to set up a matrix solution 
for the calculation of the president's bonus and related 
tax liabilities. A computer program should be employed to 
provide the solution for the following:
1. The bonus due the president of ECP Corporation
2. The state income tax liability
. 3. The Federal income tax liability before the ten 
percent (10%) tax surcharge
•4. The Federal tax surcharge
5. The corporate net income before bonus or taxes
6. The corporate net income after bonus and taxes
Approach
The first step in the solution of this bonus and tax 
problem is the formulation of a matrix solution for the 
linear equations in this case. A computer program for the
inversion of a matrix and multiplication of this inverted 
matrix times a vector of dollar amounts will provide a 
solution for the six areas listed above. EXHIBIT 6-3 in­
corporates an inversion of a matrix and multiplication times
4a vector to arrive at a solution to the ECP Corporation case.
The variables for ECP Corporation, the linear equa­
tions for each variable and the corresponding matrix formulas 
are developed in the following schedule:
Variables:
B = Bonus due the president 
S - State income tax liability
F *= Federal income tax liability excluding surcharge 
E - Federal tax surcharge 
I - Net income before bonus or taxes 
P - Net income after bonus and taxes
Formulas:5
^McMillan and Gonzalez, Systems Analysis, pp. 346-50.
^The net income level of $27,770 is the cutoff point 
for the above matrix solution. Whenever the net income is 
below $27,770, the Federal tax surtax of 26% would not be 
applicable to a corporatioA's net income. The effective 
tax rate would be only the normal tax or at a rate of 22% 
on the first $25,000 bracket of net income. In the case 
where net income is below $27,770, the following equations 
and corresponding matrix from these equations should be 
utilized:
B = .10 (I - S - F - E)
S = .04 (I - B - E - F - $3,000)
F «= .22 (I - B - S)
E = .10 (.22 (I - B - S))
I = Below $27,770 
p - I - B  — S - F - E
B = .10 (I - S - F - E)
S = .04 (I - B - E - F - $3,000)
F = .48 (I - B - S) - $6,500
E = .10 (.48 (I - B - S) - $6,500)
I = $27,770
P a I - B - S - F - E
B = .101 - .10S _ • 10F - .10E
S = .041 - . 04B - . 04E - . 04F - $120
F = .481 - . 48B - . 48S - $6,500
E = .0481 - .048B 048S - $650
I = $27,770
P = I - B - S - F - E
B + .10S + .10F + .10E .101 + OP — 0
• 04B + S + •04F + . 0 4E .041 + OP = -120
. 48B + . 48S + F + ' 0E .481 + OP = -6,500
048B + .048S + Of + E - .0481 + OP = -650
0b + 0s + of + 0E + I + OP r= 27,770
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.04 1 .04 .04 .04 0 S
.48 .48 1 0 .48 0 F
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0 0 0 0 1 0 I







The solution to the X vector of variables is obtained 
by inverting the A matrix and multiplying by the C vector.
This can be. illustrated in the following formulas:




e BONUS AND TAX MATRIX SOLUTION
C ECP CORPORATION PROGRAM FOR QONUS ANO TAX
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This case is an additional extension of the use of 
matrix algebra in solving fairly complex accounting problems 
involving simultaneous equations. The number of equations 
could be enlarged or contracted to fit other accounting 
situations. State laws also differ and allowances could be 
made in the appropriate equations for different state rates 
and tax brackets. As in the other program adaptations, 
several alternatives are available to the student as well as 
the professor for solving accounting case problems.
Least-Squares Regression Analysis 
One of the most common techniques for the study of 
cost behavior is a graphic analysis of the relationship 
between cost and volume accompanied by a least-squares re­
gression line.. This statistical tool enables a student to 
ascertain the variable and fixed, elements of past cost be­
havior as they relate to a total mixed cost at a particular 
volume.6 The approach employs both a graphic analysis and 
a statistical component that fits a least square regression 
line to the graphic plot of past cost data. This graph 
depicts total costs on the vertical axis and volume for total
6Separating and Using Costs as Fixed and Variable, 
N.A.A. Bulletin, Accounting Practice Report No. 10, Vol. XLI
(June, 1960), Sec. 3, p. 11
costs each period on the horizontal axis. The valuable rate 
is measured by the slope of the least-squares regression line. 
Actual total mixed costs are plotted on the graph with a 
least-squares regression line fitted to this data representing 
the estimated total cost at various volume levels. The re­
gression line is not plotted visually by the student. Instead, 
the fit of this line is determined through two simultaneous 
linear equations:
EY = na + bEX and EXY ^ a E x + b E x 2 
The variables in each equation will be identified in the case 
approach developed below in this section.
Case Problem
The Tracy Corporation has not utilized a formal means 
of projecting and controlling maintenance costs for its 
machine shop operations. The financial vice-president re­
quest you to analyze these costs and develop a yearly budget 
for the machine shop.
Data on maintenance costs are available from last year 
and these figures are considered to be realistic for the 
current year. Machine hours appear to be the best available 
volume factor for predicting maintenance cost although other 
variables (e.g., direct labor hours) should be considered in
















December 75,000 . 45,400
Approach
A least*square regression analysis will provide the 
vehicle for determining the fixed and variable components of 
maintenance costs. The historical data should be prepared 
so that the following two equations can be solved.
E Y  = n a  + b E X  
E X Y  = a E X  + b E X 2
^James M. Fremgren, Managerial Cost Analysis (Illinois 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., C1966), p. 212.
Variables Defined as Follows:
Y = Total costs at each volume 
X = Volume variable at each cost level 
N = Number of observations 
A = Fixed cost per period at Zero Volume 
B - Average variable cost per unit of volume
In order to facilitate the solving of this problem, a 
computer program (Exhibit VI - 4) has been developed to test 
the relationship.of machine hours and maintenance cost along 
with the fixed and variable cost components for maintenance. 
To complete this analysis, other variables should also be 
tested and the most correlated volume factor selected for 
budgeting maintenance costs for the machine shop.
The least-square regression analysis can be expanded 
into multiple correlation® by increasing the variable 
relationships. Actual costs may be highly correlated to two 
or more volume variables and this fact can improve the cost 
projections used in financial budgeting.
8See George J. Benston, "Multiple Regression Analysis 
of Cost Behavior," Accounting Review (October, 1966), pp. 
657-672; and Eugene E. Comiskey, "Cost Control by Regression 
Analysis," Accounting Review, (April, 1966), pp. 235-238.
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EXHIBIT 6 -4  
SQUARES ANALYSIS
SENTRY
MACHINE HOURS MAINTENANCE COSTS
MONTHS X Y XV • X2
1 7 2 0 0 0 , 4 4 0 0 0 , 3 1 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 5 1 8 3 9 9 9 0 0 0 .
2 7 1 3 0 0 . 4 3 4 0 0 . 3 1 0 8 6 7 9 0 0 0 , 5 0 5 3 6 8 8 0 0 0 .
3 . 6 8 4 0 0 . 4 2 1 R 0 . 2 8 8 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 . 4 6 7 9 5 5 7 0 0 0 .
4 6 4 2 0 0 . 3 9 9 0 0 . 2 5 6 1 5 7 4 0 0 0 . 4 1 2 1 6 3 9 0 0 0 .
6 6 1 0 0 0 . 3 8 5 0 0 . 2 3 4 9 4 9 9 0 0 0 . 3 7 7 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 .
6 5 9 5 0 0 . 3 8 0 0 0 . 2 2 6 0 9 9 9 0 0 0 . 3 5 4 0 ? 4 9 0 0 0 .
7 5 8 0 0 9 . 3 7 2 4 0 . 2 1 5 9 9 1 9 0 0 0 . 3 3 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .
8 6 0 1 0 0 . 3 8 2 7 0 . 2 3 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 . 3 6 1 2 0 0 9 0 9 0 .
9 6 4 5 0 0 . 4 0 3 0 9 . 2 5 9 9 3 4 9 0 0 0 . 4 1 6 0 2 4 9 0 0 0 .
10 6 9 0 0 0 . 4 2 6 3 0 . 2 9 4 1 4 6 9 0 0 0 . 4 7 6 0 9 9 7 0 0 0 .
11 7 3 0 0 0 . 4 4 9 8 0 . 3 3 1 9 5 2 3 0 0 0 . 5 4 4 6 4 3 8 0 0 0 .
12 7 5 0 0 0 . 4 5 4 0 0 . 3 4 0 4 9 9 4 0 0 0 . 5 6 2 4 9 9 9 0 0 0 .
7 9 6 8 0 0 . 4 9 5 0 0 0 . 3 3 0 5 8 1 4 0 0 0 0 . 5 3 2 9 7 8 2 0 0 0 0 .
FIXED COST ELEMENT-* 6902.00
ii
VARIABLE COST ELEHENT-B 0 .4872
CORE USAGE OBJECT CODE- 2200 BYTES,ARRAY AREA* 192 BYTES,TOTAL AREA AVAILABLE* 116640 BYTES
COMPILE TIME* 0 . IB SEC,EXECUTION TIME* 0 .0 6  SEC, WATFIV -  VERSION 1 LEVEL 1 JANUARY 1970 OATE* 70/162
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The programs developed in this dissertation are 
designed to serve as a foundation for the integration of 
electronic data processing systems into the accounting 
curriculum. Variables within the programs have been 
developed mnemonically to assist the student in the 
identification and understanding of computations along 
with the logic of solving accounting problems. This 
technique should facilitate the transistion from manual 
solutions to computerized solutions and encourage impro­
visations in program adaptations. This flexibility will 
also enable the student and professor to expand or alter 
these programs so that they can best serve their needs for 
solving problems in the cost or financial accounting areas.
Chapter I serves as an introduction to the integra­
tion of computer technology into the financial and accounting 
field. The demand for competent financial managers with a 
background in electronic data processing has increased 
sharply in recent years according to publications in leading
periodicals and major university studies. This development 
has activated interests in the academic community for the 
expansion of electronic data processing systems coverage in 
both the graduate and undergraduate programs.
A matrix accounting system is developed in Chapter II 
to provide the student with an introduction to the use of 
matrices in accounting. A two-dimensional matrix serves as 
the general ledger for an accounting system that records 
entries through a batched voucher system and updates the 
general ledger for each transaction. The output of the 
computerized system gives the student a voucher register 
with batch totals, a general ledger matrix, a trial balance 
and subsidiary ledgers. The material in this chapter can 
broaden a student's background in accounting techniques and 
procedures that will blend with computer capabilities and 
enhance the flow of financial information within a company.
In Chapter III a capital budgeting system is developed 
to generate information on cash flows, a payback period, an 
accounting rate of return and time-adjusted rates of return. 
Flowcharts for each facet of the analysis are designed in a 
general system form and summarized at the end of the chapter. 
Some questions concerning unequal lives, reinvestment and 
uneven cash flows are discussed in the material with suggestions
and recommendations for handling these problems. The student 
will need to make certain assumptions in capital budgeting 
analysis because the selection process should be founded on 
criteria that is consistent from period to period. The un­
certainties in evaluating capital investments require judgment 
forecasts and assumptions that demand sophistication and 
experience in the business environment. This is what the 
student should begin to develop during his college career.
Process cost accounting is covered in Chapters IV and 
V. A process cost system based on historical costs is 
developed in Chapter IV. This material includes a discussion 
of the process cost system, a weighted average cost system 
and a complete program for the process cost operations of a 
two department firm. The output of the program presents 
production reports on physical flow as well as dollar costs 
for each category in inventory. In Chapter V a process cost 
system based on standard costs along with variance analysis 
illustrates some of the refinements available for process cost 
operations. Two departments are also included in this system 
with transferred-in costs and variance analysis for each of 
the two operations. These two programs offer a broad coverage 
of process cost accounting that can be beneficial for saving 
time in calculations along with affording more time for
analysis and review for the process cost system flows and 
outputs.
Chapter VI contains the balance of the programs de­
veloped in this dissertation. Selected topics covering the 
areas of depreciation, consolidations, bonus and tax solutions, 
and least squares regression were adapted to matrix operations 
which were solved through the use of computer programs. Each 
of the four sections present a case problem for the student 
to analyze and a suggested approach to the solution of each 
case. A computer program performs the calculations and pro­
vides the logic for each case solution with a printout of the 
requested information. The solutions to these cases included 
multiplication of a vector times a matrix, matrix multipli­
cation and matrix inversion. These exercises give the student 
valuable inroads into the use of matrix algebra in accounting 
as well as increase his understanding of matrix calculations 
in the solution of complex problems. The speed and capabili­
ties of the computer for matrix and other calculations can 
be better appreciated and understood through the solution of 
these and similar cases.
The computerized systems designed in this research can 
assist in the use of data processing in accounting and 
financial planning. Certain extensions can be implemented
1JD
in these systems that will improve their application to 
particular accounting courses or possibly related business 
courses. For exmmple, a random number generator could be 
incorporated into the matrix accounting system and be used 
to select accounts receivable for conformation or to test- 
inventory items in stock. Sales analysis could be made by 
product lines and statistics developed for product sales in 
relation to total sales volume, average prices of product 
sales and contribution margins of product lines. The inven­
tory area also offers.the potential for expanded analysis for 
such functions as inventory test counts, valuations of in­
ventory items, inventory turnover and inventory control. 
Additional opportunities are open for statistical probability 
analysis in sales forecasting, inventory levels and re-order 
points, and capital budgeting forecasts.
These concepts for integration of data processing into 
the accounting curriculum provide the student with a func­
tional frame of reference for solving accounting problems 
with computers. The student and professor should become 
familiar with these applications in the financial and cost 
accounting areas and use this foundation to venture into 
additional applications that interest and excite them. The 
boundries are limited only by the educational background of
the individuals along with the depth of their imagination.
The more knowledgeable a person becomes with accounting 
techniques, matrix algebra and computers, the more he will 
feel, comfortable to explore avenues of advancement in accoun­
ting procedures and practices. Implementation of computerized 
problem solving into the cost and financial accounting areas 
can establish inroads into the business curriculum for further 
utilization of computerized techniques for teaching and 
problem solving.
Curriculum development can be enhanced through the 
establishment of a system for sharing computer applications 
among the various schools and universities. Development of 
computer programs independently would become too costly and 
a duplication of effort could result with this approach. 
Sharing, programs can be accomplished through a system of 
documentation and an agency in the educational system to 
distribute computer programs to interested universities.
.The cost saving will also assist in maintaining access to 
computer facilities which even schools with limited budgets 
have been able to afford in the past. Some additional equip­
ment may be added with the savings of system design work 
efforts through the program sharing agency.
Computer programs developed in this dissertation, 
which range from a matrix ledger along with matrix solutions
for accounting problems to process cost accounting, serve as 
a foundation for blending together accounting, matrix algebra 
and electronic data processing systems. The student will be 
able to utilize knowledge gained during his studies to solve 
problems in accounting courses, management and marketing 
courses, and related business electives. Certainly this will 
provide a broader and more complete education as the stu­
dent learns the interconnections of the various fields of 
study in business. As areas are related, a student can gain 
appreciation for the functions of accounting, marketing, 
financial planning and management as well as learn how each 
function can contribute to other areas along with the accom­
plishment of a firm's overall goals and objectives.
The field of accounting has expanded in recent years 
with the introduction of computers into business operations.
A management information system has evolved to provide all 
levels of the organization with statistical, financial, pro­
duction and qualitative information for planning and control 
of operations. A financial executive needs to expand his 
scope of operations if he intends to assume this new position 
of responsibility. The proper foundation for launching a 
career in the management information system field is a inter­
disciplined education that encompasses accounting, statistics,
management, marketing, finance and electronic data processing 
systems. These areas need to be molded during a student's 
education through the application of the various fields to 
related areas in other fields of study. This research and 
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